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CHAPTER 1. ABSTRACT (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY> 

Between February and September 2001, a number of aspects of the solar-sail 
launched Interstellar probe (ISP), which is under consideration by NASA for launch in 
the 2010-2015 time frame, were researched. The effort was conducted in New York 
City during February-May. at MSFC in May-July (when the PI served as a NASA 
Summer 2001 :=aculty FelloVl) and in New York City during August and September. as 
well as the people listed on the title sheet, many people in NYC and at MSFC 
participated in this research. 

The goals of the planned ISP mission are to launch a solar sail on a trajectory 
with a close perihelion pass (about 0.2 -0.25 AU) so that the scientific payload could' 
reat:hthe heliopause (at about 200 AU) from the Sun after a flight of about 20 years 
duration. The scientifiC payload is less than 30 kg and the mission is devoted to the 
study of particles and fields. 

Current JPL planning disposes of the sail at 5 AU from the Sun on the outbound 
trajectory leg. we show that it may be advisable to retain the sail during the interstellar 
.mission for two reasons. First, analysis indicates that sail can still increase terminal 
velocity by a few percent in the outer solar system. second, an electrically conducting 
sail or sail segment could function as magne:ometer and consequently reduce 
payload mass. c:",.>'" 

Using a computer code developed by consultant Giovanni Vulpetti , we 
considered many aspects of preperihelion sail trajectory. These computer runs 
indica~e that there are two launch windows every year to project the spacecraft 
towards the same portion of the heliopause. Both require an initial trajectory directed 
outward from the Sun, a;::d then a dip in towards perihelio. As well as the P9s.lgrade. 
trajectory considered in NASA I JPL planning for the proposed mission,)!4rpetti's code 
considers an angular-momentum-reversal option. ./ 

An advantage of Vulpettrs code over many other models is its realistic 
parameterization of sail reflectance. The latest MSFC Space Environment Group 
determination of sail optical degradation by the solar wind were used as inputs for 
Vulpetti's code. 

Many optimized configurations are capable of performing the ISP mission. Most 
intriguing are a series of trajectories in which a higher Earth~escape velocity results in 
less technologically-demanaing ISP mission configurations'; : 

Artist C Bangs supervised creation of a prototype white-light (rainbow) 
holographic message plaque for the ISP,{ol\owing a suggestion by Dr. Robert ~ 
Forward; After mounting and framing, the completed art piece was delivered to the 
MSFC Transportation Directorate. Under proper illumination,S of the 6 multiplexed 
holographic images on the photographic plate can be readily viewed. 

Les Johnson of MSFC Space Transportation concluded that holography might 
,"have propulsive space applications as well as artistic ones. Ryan Haggerty and c 

/----bangs assisted the MSFC Space Environments group in determining the reSistance of 
commercial holograms to simulated solar~wind radiation. 

The PI suggested a new method of analyzing radiation resistance of holograms. 
_ After expDsure to simulated solar wind, the hologram was scanned into a computer 
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and compared to non-irradiated contrOi hologram uSing the color-histogram option of " 

the Adobe Photoshop TM computer package. Red, green, and blu,e image quality was 
evalua~ed, ':0\5 indicated by previous studies in the literature and confirmed by 
photographic comparisons of the subject samples, holograms are very resistant. to 
space radiation. 

The PI was asked to present an application of holography to solar-sail 
propulsion. As indicated by this presentation (which is included as the Appendix to t~is 
report), holographic sail elemen?,may enable tbe technology of solar-photon thrusting 
(SPl) , which allows some control of the radiation-pressure vector's direction, multi
sail SPTs may allow sail operations closer to low-Earth orbit (LEO) than possible with 
other sail configurations.' 
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CHAPTER II: INTRODUCTION: iSP GOALS AND PARAMETERS 

NASA's ambitious interstellar Probe (ISP) Mission is the outgrpwth of decades 
of research in travel beyond the solar system, summarized by Mallove and Matloff 
(1989). initial interstellar-travel concepts utilized nuclear propulsion schemes, such 8.S 

the American Orion (Dyson, 1968) and British Daedalus (Martin, 1978) concepts 
These thermonuclear-pulse proposals would be capable of propelling large payloads 

to velocities in excess of O.1c (where c = 3 x 108 m/sec, the speed of light). 
As an alternative to thermonuclear pulse, Matloff and Mallove (198Jand 1983) 

considered the interstellar capability of hyperthin solar sails unfurled at distances of 
0.01-0.03 AU from the Sun's center. These craft could conceiveably achieve solar
system escape velocities in excess of O.005c. In landmark papers, Martin (1984) and 
Bond and Martin (1984) concluded that of all peopled interstellar-travel proposals, 
only the "1 ODD-year ark" or "worldship" is possible and the only ultimately feasible 
propulsion systems for these craft are the thermonuclear-pulse, or solar-sailing option 

In a more near-term but much less challenging proposal, NASA IJPLconsidered 
the Thousand Astronomical unit (TAU) probe in a studied authored by Jaffe et al 
(1980). Instead of targeting one of the nearer stars, TAU would explore near
interstellar space out to about 100 AU. Exiting the solar system at about 100 km/sec, 
TAU would reach 1000 .A.U from the Sun within a human lifetime. The TAU propulsion 
system would be nuclear electric, which is feasible for such interstellar-precursor 
missions but may never be capable of true interstellar travel. 

Development and construction of a large nuclear spacecrft such as TAU 
presents many political; sociological, and environmental problems. So in the early 
1990's, researchers in Europe and the US turned their attention to sail-launched 
missions to the Sun's gravity focus at 550 AU from the Sun (Heidmann and Maccone, 
1994). As painted out by Vulpetti (1996) in his "Aurora" proposal, a less-demanding 
"technology demonstrator" for a gravity-focus or TAU mission would be a probe to the 
heliopause. the boundary between the sun's influence and interstellar space. The 
heliopause is estimated to be about 200 AU from the Sun. 

Starting in the mid-1990's, NASA / MSFC and JPL have studied sails that could 
be launched in the 2010-2015 time frame and would require about 15 years to reach 
the heliopause (Johnson and Leifer, 2000, Liewer et ai, 2000 and Mewaldt and 
Liewer, 2000). Such near-term ISP configurations would carry a scientific payload of 
about 30 kg, have a total spacecraft mass of a few hundred Kilograms,C!.nd be 
launched to earth-escape by a Delta-class booster. To achieve a sufficiently high 
interstellar cruise velocity, the sailcraft would first use the sail after Earth-escape to 
spiral out to about the orbit of Mars (1.5 AU) and then dip in towards a perihelion of 
about 0.25 AU. Sail-aspect angle would be varied appropriately during the pre
perihelion pass and would be near-normal to the Sun at and after perihelion_: 
The ISP sail radius would be a few ~undred meters. Sail area! thickness or mass 

loading would !::>e ab~ut 1 gram/meter2 and total spacecraft ~;eal mass !O~dir{g ;"ould . 

be about 2 gmfm2. Currently, NASA plans to drop the sail from the payload section at 
about 5 AU from the Sun. the next chapter of this report considers advantages of 
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retaining the sail beyond this solar distance. 
As well as being a technology demonstrator for a propulsion system which 

could be developed to true interstellar capability, ISP has a number of scientific goals. 
These include the -in situ study of the interaction between the solar wind and the 
interstellar medium, the nature and composition of the interstellar medium and the 
interstellar magnetic field. stated objectives for the mission are to explore the 
interstellar medium and its implications for evoliution of the galaxy and universe; to 
explore the influence of the interstellar medium in the solar system and the impact of 
the solar system on the interstellar medium; and to explore the outer solar system for 
clues to the originof planetary systems. 

A wide variety of scientific instruments are under consideration for the 
(approximately) 30 kg science payload. these include neutral a1d charged-particle 
instruments, spectrometers to determine isotopic compc,sitian of the local interstellar 
medium, and detector for suprathermal ions and electrons, cosmic-ray detectors, a 
magnetometer and and a plasmal radio-wave detector to monitor fluctuations in the 
electric and magnetic fields at and beyond the heliopause, an energetic neutral-atom 
imager, ultraviolet and infrared photometers and a small telescope to survey Kuiper 
belt objects near the spacecraft's trajectory. 

Although designed for a , 5-year flight to the heliopaus~, ISP may well survive 
for 30 years or more, as has been the case for the first interstellar probes Pioneer 

; 10/11 and Voyager 112. It is not fmpossible that ISP could survive to return data from 
400 AU Oi even the Sun'~ gravitational focus at 550 AU. 
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CHAPTER 3. ADVANTAGES OF RETAINING THE SAIL TO THE 
HELIOPAUSE 

Current planning for the NASA IntersteTlar Probe (ISP) mission assumes that 
the spacecraft will be accelerated by solar-saii from starting from a perihelion as close 
as 0.2 AU from the Sun and will detach from the solar sail at or near the orbit of jupiter 
(5.2 AU from the Sun). ThiS report chapter considers the kinematical advantages of not 
dropping the sail. 

We start this analysis with Eq. (4.26) of Mati off , Deep-Space Probes (Matloif, 
2000) : 

where Vfin = final spacecraft velocity relative to the Sun. 

Vinit = initial spacecraft· velocity relative to the Sun, 

Vpara,init = solar parabolic (escape) velocity at perihelion 

Vpara,fin ....; solar parabolic velocity at end of sail acCeleration 

l1sail = sailcraft lightness factor (the ratio of solar radiation pr~ssure force to 
solar gravitational force 0'1 the sailcraft). : 

(3-1) 

It is assumed in the derivation of Eq. (3-1) that the 5<.1. is fully opaque, is fully unfurled 
. ,-------/ ~ 

at perihelion and is always oriented normal to the Sun:~ 

We next simplify Eq. (3-1) by assuming that the pre-oerihelion trajectory is 

parabolic. Therefore, Vinit = Vpara,init = Vpara-peri. where Vpara-peri is the solar 

parabolic vel<?city at perihelion. Substituting in Eq. (3-1) and manipulating, 

( )

" 112 

V _ V 11 2 r 1- 17sail - 1 Vp:ra.Jin 1 
fin - para-peril1SQill V2 .. J 

parape"rJsali 

(3-2) 

I n any interstellar solar sail expedition, the solar parabolic velocity at the end of 
solar-sari acceleration will be small compared with the perihelion velocity. Therefore, 

v _ V ['2 f1 ~ (fJsai! -1) V:ara-tin 1 
fil! - para-peri17saill 2 V2 .. . .J 

para- perl1sall 

Equation (4-27) of Matlott (20.00) is an approximate expression for the 
flf-7 
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calculation of spacecraft final velocity if the sail is dropped an infinite distance from the 
Sun. For such a situation, 

v ...... V 112 
fin. co """ para- peri'YJsail . (3-4) 

We next define the parameter K, where K is the fractional loss in final interstellar 
cruise velocity if the sail is dropped at 5.2 AU from the Sun instead of an infinite 
distance from the Sun: 

K = Vfin,x - Vfin.5.2au 

V fin,rr. 

From the definintion of ~olar parabolic or escape velocity. 

K = ('YJsail .- 1) ( Rpe:ri .au ) . 
1Js~l 10.4 

(3-5) 

(3-6) 

Applying Equation E4.19) of Matlcff (2000). we can approximate sail lightness factor: 

(3-7) 

where REFsail = (fully opaque) sail fractional reflectivity and oslc is the sailcraft areal 

mass thickness in MKS units. 
Figure 3-1 shows parametric solutions of velocity loss factor K as a function of 

sailcraft lightness factor and perihelion distance. Note that retaining the sail beyond 
Jupiter can increase terminal interstellar ~ruise velccity by a few percent. Velocity loss 
factror K increases for low-mass missions and high perihelion velocitieS.=\)sing the 
software described in the nex~ chapter. Giovanni Vulpetti has also found a kinematical 
advantage to retaining the sail throughout the ISP mission. . 

There are pote:1tial non-propulsive zpplications for a retained ISP sail. a 
properly shaped sail could function as a. communications antenna. also, if circuitry is 
emplaced around the outer edge of a disc-shaped ISP sail, the sail could function as a 
magnetometer during interstellar cruise without a substantial payload mass penalty. 
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Fig. 3-1 Terminal Velocity Fractional Loss factor K as a Function of Sailcraft Ughtness 
Factor and Perihellon Distance. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SAiLCRAFT TRAJECTORY OPTIONS FOR THE INTERSTELLAR PROBE: 

MATHEMATICAL THEORY AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Giovanni Vu/"eu/, Telespa=io SpA, Via Tiburlina 965,00156 Rome, ITALY 

IV.1 Introduction 
Gregory Matloff dealt with the purposes of NASA Inlerstellar Prob.:: (ISP) In the Dre~iou~ ch2plc:TS of this report 
to NASA George C. Marstall Space flight Center. Les Johnson pro\iided report authors with basic input 
(Johnson, 2001). Preliminary design of ISP baseline miSS10:1 and sailcraft systems can be found in (~ewa1dt et 
:J/ .• 2000) and cLlewer et a!., 2000). This ch2p~er aims at :dentifying other options for the ISP mission based on 
501ar-sail proj)ulsion. Unavoidably. mission strategies a:1C results are inter.elated to the sailcraft technology, in 
general. and the s;.il system. in particular. Although literature on solar sailing has been enriching since the 
Eighties. perha?s the general reader IS not full awa:e of all aspects on adv3l1ced space sailing. Thus, we arranged 
this cha.,ter as follows: §IV.2 and §IV.3 present a background on fas:: sol:u- s:!.iling and considerations about 
modeling the translational motion of a sad m sp2.ee. §lV.4 focuses on the important topic of optical sail 
degradation. wherca5 §IV.5 shori:ly describe, the computer code we have employed to get the m.:merical results 
presented in §IV.6 and §IV.7. Considerations on the ISP feasibIlity and suggestions about some items of next 
ISP research & design are given in §IV.S and §IV.9. 

IV.2 Background on Fast 3D Trajectories by Solar Sailing 
Tn this section, we ~umma:i7.C the baSICS Of/C:Sl heliocentric sailcraft trajectories by using a fOnIl61lism developed 
in the last decade (lfthe 20th century. Details can be found in Vulpetti (1996. 19993., \ 999b) and the references 
inside. With r~ard lO nomenclature. symbob will b.:: explained on the way: nonnally. bold letters refers to as 
three-dimensional column vectors whereas capital Greek leners denotes matnces. unless-otilerwlse specitied. 
Although the used formalism is coordinate-free. however. we shall U~ clX!rdinale~. implicitly ur c.~pllcitl)'. that 
:u-e defaulted to the Cartesian ones. 

2.1 Frames of Reference and Units 
In the present theo~· and related nurncncal code. we usc two heliocentric reference frames and one s.ulcraft
centred frame. The first fralne. :,~eby called the Heliocr::r.tric Inertial Frame (HIF). has been built starting from 
the realization. named the b~temationa! Celestial Rc.jcrc.'nce Frame (lCRF), of the: International Celestial 
Reference Sy<;lem (ICRS) thai is provided hy the Intema·ional Earth RotatIon Senice (IERS). The strict 
definition of ICRF and its related documentation can be found at http://~''''w\I .. .iers.org. Here, we very brie:fly 
report that the origin of the lCRF is tile barycente: of the Solar System and its orientation is close to dynamical 
equinox and mean equator at J1ooo. HIF has been obtaint:d by rotating the YZ-plane of ICRF c~terclockwise 
about its X-axis by the \ialue of Earth obliqul1y (230 26' 21.16") at 12000. HIF is centred on the Sun barycentc:r 
:u:d it IS oriented close ,0 the dynamical equinox and mean ediptic at J2ooo. That is panicubrly useful when 
planetary p~rturbatiQns are included ... ;a st2J":dard ephemerides. in the saicraft ml)tion (as a matter of fact. a-
priori one d0es not know whether the sai lcraft will be flying.by some planet). ' <: 

The second frame. hereby named the Extended Helicieentric O:-bital Frnme (EHOF). i~ delined as !ollows: 
2D motion in H1F with trajectory curvature supposed net to diverge at any time 

1. If motion IS dIrect or counterclockwise lin HIF). then the referoce direction & onentatwn are those 
ones ortbe sailcraft position vector R; the reference plane is given by (R. V). V denoting the sailcr.tft 

.\"., Chio:fScicmist. Full ~f~'1TIb...,. ofm.: Im.:.ndlional A~..uemy of A~lronaulics 
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velocity vector. and the Z-axis coincides "\\llth the direction & orientation of the orbital angular 
momentum per uni[ mass H=R" V 

2. lfmotion is retrograde or clockwise (in HIF), then the X-axis is me same as in (1), but the Z-a:tis is 
oricntcd opposite to H and, consequently, the Y-axis is in the semi-plane (R, -V). 

3. At some time. say, to< where H=O (if any). the Z-a.x:is is the limit of the Z-direction of either (1) or (2) 
when t approaches t*. It is easy to show by considerations of gcomctry and vector analysis that such a 
direction, here denoted by hZ. exists and is uni'l'Je. 

3D mot.!~n in HIF with trajectory lorsip.ll assumed to be limited at any time 
a. lfflight begins v..ith a direct motion (in HIF). then EHOFaxcs are defined the same 'way in 2D-l 
b. [fflight b~gins \:\,.ith a retrograde motion (in ElF). then EHOF a"l(es are defined the same way in :::,-2. 

The direction olthe Z-axis is dt:noted by b. whereas r is the direction ofR. At any time t. there is a well-posed 
tria'd (r, b x r, h), which defines the extended orbital heliocentric frame. The attribute extended refers to the fact 
that a general sailcraft trajectory may be composed of pieces separated by at least one point where the orbital 
angular momcnturr. vanishes. General discussion on the [lIOF can be found in (Vulpeni. 1999a). The case 
characterizect by H=O for a finite interval oftime can be also dealt with ap?ropriately, but is beyond the scope of 
this report and the- realistic oytions related tel L1C Interstellar Probe. 
The third frame, named the Sailcraft Orbital Frame (SOFt, has its origin on the vehicle's barycenter and it is 
im:tantaneouslyat r;:st. according to Special Relativity (SR; -··~t:neral. its orientation differs from that ofEHOF 
by an amount due ,0 the aberratinn of light. whic:. is a firsl:6rder effect in speed. For ISP, the orientations of 
EHOF:and SOF are "\'eI)' close toone another. 
The co~puter code described in '§fV.5 is fully based on SR Howevcr. we shall use the classical approximation 
for IS? here, to simplifY presentation of solar sajling theory and discussion/comparison of the results. Evenly, 
HIFtEHOF-related time and SOF proper time scales can be considered equal to each other. Julian Date (JD) bas 
been used for astronomical events and coordinates such as position and velocity of planets in HIF at different 
times. whereas sailcraft thrusting andlor coasting lime intervals could be specified in either SI seconds or days (l 
day = 86400 SI seconds) or standard years (1 standard year = 365.25 days). 

2_2 The Lightness Vector Formalism 

Let us consider the vector solar-pressure acceleration that acts on the sailcraft center of mass. Think about this 
vector (1) resolved in EHOF, (2) normalized to the local solar gravitational accele:ation. Le: us denote it by L 
and name it the lightness veClor. We call jts components the radial. Iransvcrsai and normalllumbers as follows: 

(IV-I) 

L is a function of time. Its magnitude is called the lightness number hr.rc; it should not be confused with the 
same-name parameter defmed in (Wright, I 993): "that one .j!'; a particular ca<;e of the current }.(t) function. The 
motion. of the sailcraft baryccntcr in HIF can be described by the following system of ordinary differential 
equations (ODE) . 

~R = V 
dt 

~v = 
dt 

d 
-11Z -m",aA('$ 
dr 

(IV-2) 

where m is the sailcrafi mass. V its velocity. R=!RI is me Sun-sail craft distance: I-l denotes the solar gravitational 
cons}ant. wherea<; Pj represents the gravirational penurbation of the j-lh of ;,rr planets on the spacecraft. 
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according to Celestial Mechanics. The symbol p denotes a switch, either 1 or 0, for including planetary 
perturbation(s) or not, respectively. ell denotes the matrix of rotation from EHOF 10 HIF; it is equal to 

(r b xr b)HIF' according to what definedih,sect. rv-21. The scalar differential equation in N-2 accounts for 

any mass consumption. for ins".ance due to sr.me small-rocket control of the sail orientation; one supposeS that 
mass is exhausted at zeroc~otal momentum in ~9F, nan- ely, no residual force acts on the vehicle barycenter. 

Some remarks ar-:o-;n order:first, although in principle equation IV-2b may be valid also for an (ideally) rocket-
contruIk:d spacecraft. in practice. however. only a sailcraft is characterized by the fields appearing in the 
accc]erationequation. namely, two cons~ative fields and one non-conservative (aside from planetary 
perturbations). Second, if i.. is ~:fficien:iY-hig1:.~~,,::features of the heliocentric spacecraft trajectory are 
detennined mainly by solar gr.lvity ar.d solar pressure (even though some close plancwy fly-by may affect low
speed trajectory arcs). Third, 2SSUCh, equations [V-~ do not contain any reference to sailcraft technology; in 
other words. all sailcraft trajectory classes can be srudied by reasoning only in terms of L's magnitude and 
components. Subsequently, a real mission shall be analyzed by connecting dynamics and vehicle techoology 
(§IV.3). Such observation is particularly imponant since it allows the analyst to be a~-are of strong non-linear 
behaviors that a conventional spacecraft. does not have. .~ 

From the above observations, it is convenient to focus our attention on the solar :..elds here for illustrating and 
discussing solar sailing behaviors. Thus. unless otherwise specified, we refer to the following s:impJj£ed 
equations 

d 
-R = V 
dt 

~V = .1:...[-(1-A. )r+A. bxr+A. hl 
dt Rl , I • -, 

(TV-2A) 

It is a simple matter to show how scilcraft energy and (orbital) ;:cJ':E ·.alar momentum evolve undd~tioJj5.I'~ 
2A By introducing the quantity 

H=H·b <=> H=Hh H=±IIHII (IV-3) 

which is an invariant. named the H-function, one gets the following equations for energy 

E = tV! - (1- :>-.,)1::. 
R 

~E = ~ !!...H 
dt R· dr 

and the following equations for angular momentum and invariant: 

Hx~B = H 1_ .!:..r 
dt " R 

~H = 1:..(A h - A b x r) 
dt R r " 

!....H = A. 1:.. 
dt I R 

=> 

(IV-4) 

(IV-S) 

In words, sailcraft energy depends of the radial number; energy rate does on the transversal number (through 
equation IV-5c), whereas the normal number drives the angular momentum bending.Tbc evolution ofB does 
not depend explicitly on the radial number. Equation TV-5c is a ba<;icequation for controlling sailcraft trajectory; 
trajectory classes depc:nd on the initial invariant value and how it evolves (Vulpetti, 1996, 1997, 1999a). One 
should note that, unless the analyst knows the vector functions L(t) and h(t) in advance, equations JV-2 and IV-
5c have tc! be integrated simullaneously to propagate a sailcraft trajectory. As a point offact, in general, one docs 
not know whether/when sailcraft may reverse its motion or not. 
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If vector L were aligned \\;th the radial direction r. for instance after the sall deployment at some suitable 
perihelion Rp from the Sun. the sailcraft energy change would amount to I •• J.l/ Rp; as a result, the hyperbolic 

excess would be V", = ~V; -2(1-A..) 11/ Rp . A very good way to get a high cruise~~ed would be to make a 

sailcraft with high lightness nwnber and launch it on either parabobc or quasi-parabolic orbit down to Rp. This 
results in the follewing speed 

(N-6) 

In equation JV-6, (e.!) denote the eccentricity and the magI?irude ofanguIar m:omentwn, respectively, of the pre

perihelion orbit Options for pre-perihelion acceleration have been investigated extensively (Matloff and 

Mallove, 1983) and summarized critically (MatIoff, 2000). One should realize that the value, S2Y, V,: obtained 

from equation IV-6 (or an equivalent one) by parabolic pre-perihc;lion mode could be taken as a useful reference 
with which actuDl fast trajectories may be compared. As a point of fact, one lmows that a mission obeying 

equation TV -6 is somewhat hard to implement, in practice. In addition, one should note that V.: represents an 

upper limit only for supercritical sailcraft (§IV.6). 

Wben perturbations are added to the sailcraft motion. equations N-4 and IV-5 art7~o be modified. For instanee, 
the invariant's evolution equation changes to: 

d . 
-H=A. ~ +Rbxr·P 
dt I R . 

(IV-7) 

In equation IV -7, P denotes the sum of sailcraft accelerations other than solar gravity and photon-sail interaction. 
Ho\\'e .... er, a good quasi-optimaJ profile of a 3D trajectory could be carried out by using the simpler fonn again, 
especially ar01.md the perihelion. 

2.3 The 1\I0tion Reversal Mode 

A sailcraft ..... ith A. = A, moves on a "generalized" kcplcrian orbit inasmuch as it senses the Sun with an effective 

mass equal to (1- A.,) J.1. However, there is no way to change energy, according to the last equation in IV-5, 

since any transversal components of the lightness vector vanishes. Thus, if one wants to increase sailcraft speed. 
some non-radial control has to be appliecL The problem is not simple even because, if any non-radial component 
of the lightness vector is different from zero, the sailcraft equations or motion admit no Lagrangian. It is possible 
to show strictly by the theory of Lie Groups that no analytical solution to !v-2A exists (Vulpetti, 2001). 
However, many important properties and features of solar sailing trajectories can be drawn by analyzing 
equations N-2A through IV-S appropriately. 

Let us consider the evolution equa.'ion of the invariant. It is easy to recognize that, if the transversal nwnber is 
negati .... e (and not too low) and the trajectory arc time is sufficiently long. some point can be reached where 
e:ther Hvanishes or achieves a loca11ow minimum (or a local high maximum. if the initial motion is retrograde). 
It can be proved that the first possibility can arise in 2D motion (Vulpeni. 1997), whereas the secoDd one 
pertains to either mixed 2Di3D-trajectory arcs or full 3D-trajectory arcs (Vulpetti; 1996, 1999a). Only for special 
cases, conditions can cast them in simple fonn such as _ , {t~ A., < 1 

(lp -r-)J.l 
-1 < At _ 

RpVpR 

2D traj {;·ctori~s,. L = constant (IV-8) 

Here, the lightness vector is assumed constant throughout the flight. The subscript p denotes quantities evaluated 
at the perihelion. whereas starred quantities refer to the H=O event. Another special case is the mixed 2D/3D 
trajectory in which one has a piecewise-constant lightness vector. In this case, one gets 
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(N-9} 

[;:] = 1.8 = consl. +- LA 
J,-n. -

A realistic 3D trajectory class shall be dealt with extensively in §IV.3. 

/Viz): an analysis on sailcraft mi~.'don should consider the option in which the orbital angular momentum o/the 
\'ehide may rel/I!r~'e somewhere? 

The strict mathematical treatment of the motion-reversal sailing mode is beyond the scopes of this repon. Here, 
we limit ourselves to show what happens semi-quantitatively. Let us begin by calculating the along-track 
component of the total accelt:ration, namdy, the time derivative of the sailcraft speed 

:tV = V·'\-"/V = [-(l-}.)cos<p + A.,Sin<p]IlIR2 + v·p (IV-IO) 

In N-lO. the quantity <p: q> E [0.2,,) . RV sin <p = H denotes the generalized angle between saiJcra!l's position 

and velocity vectors. v stands [or the direction of v. Note that the normal number does not appear in equation 
IV-I0. If one ign'Jn:s small perturbations, this along· track quantity vanishes when 

cot q> = il.,/ (1- A.,) (IV-H) 

For simplifying discussion. let us asswne both radial ant tran:>versal numbers constant throughout the flight; this 
means that there are two values of the rp angle satisfying equation IV-II as follows 

{
O<<Ps <TI/2 1.,>0 1.,<1 

,,/2 < <Ps <" 1.,<0 

<Pc = (j)s + TI 

{
" < <Pe < fT. 
t1t < <Ile < 2" A, < 0 " 

(IV-!2) 

11 is possible to show that the angle labeled by S refers to local maximum or minimum of sailcraft speed, 

OCCurring at time (5. if At is positive or negative. respectively. Typically. if sailcraft starts from a near circular 
orbit such as the Earth-Moon barycenter orbit (plus an hyperbolic excess) v.ith a sufficicotly poritil:e 1:I<tJlS',.·crsal 

nwnbcr, say, Az "" ;1.(3, it accelcratcs- while increasing its distance from the Sun. Rapidly. it achieves the 

maximum of speed, then decelerates though it can escape thee solar system raoially (if the lightness number is 
high enough). There is no local rninimwn of speed. since dV/dJ is always negative past the rnaxiinwn. As a point 
of fact. the invariant H is positive and increases monotonically: consequently. the angle between position and 

,'elocity can pass through neither zero nor 180 degrees. In such a trajectory class. 'Pc does not represent a 

physical solution. Even more. this happens for. slow spiraling-out trajectories (for which A is low). whereupon 

sailcraft speed changes through local maxima and minima characterized by ~,.. 

A quite asymmetrical situation arises from a sufficiently r.egarive transversal number. Since H may vanish, the 

r-IPe solution can physically exist at some time Ie. Consequently. one may integrate (the main terms ot) equation 

IV-I0 from lime IS to time le 
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(V - V )1 = - (1- '1. ) r- cos<+' d • r.- sincp d ""'" '"'" J.1 r., , r + J. r • t • R· • R" 
(IV-B) 

(The fact we are dealing with the simplified problem of L=constant (tlu"oughout the flight of interest) has been 
highlighted). If A, < 1. the first term gives its highest positive contribution when cp ==:t, namely. around a point 

where the angular momentum is zero or doS'! to zero, whereas the second term is strongl), PQl>itive when 
cp == In 12, that is armmd the perihelion of the reverse motion arc. Around the perihelion, the first integral gives 

a total vanishing contribution. while the far dominant term is that one related to the transversal number. In 
addition, perihelion is not the point of maximum speed; in faet, maximum speed is achieved p;':'·fthe pen"helion 
because of <P., > 3x/2. Thus, sailcraft goes on aceelet"2ting for a long (as)mroeuie) arc of solar fly-by perfonned 

by reversing its initial motion. The sailcraft speed amplification may be high indeed, depending on the perihelion 
and lightness vector. It is an easy maner to show that the escape point (£=0) is achieved before the perihelion. 
Many other properties of sailcraft trajectories can be inferred by studying trajectory cun:ature and torsion 
(Vulpeni, 1996, 1997). Among them, the pseudo-cruise bI""dJlch is of concern here. It has the following 
properties: (a) it begins at few AU from the Sun. (b) it passes· through the solar system with a small speed 

decrease.. (c) although it is gener2lly lower than Yma,.. however V:;";i~e can be significantly higher that Yo. the 
sailcraft injection speed (close to the mean Earth Orbital Speed, or EOS, that equals 2.Jr AU/)-T). These 
considerations apply to 2D trajectories for which the nonnal lightness number is zero. This is an ideal case 
useful for reference mission: CPe-CP, =~. It is possible to prove (Yulpeni, 1999a) that a real 3D reversal 

trajectory must have both non-radIal numbers ~'ariab[e at lt2St in a time interval around the reversal time. Such 
variability is essential to.guarantee the orbital ~e to be smooth and to cause motion reversal. Here, H does 

vanish, but its magnitude exhibits a local minimum. In such trajectory class, <p(l) approaches ;r closely, then it 

reverses baek '0 values less than ](/2. One gets cP,. + cP, .,., 1t: when perturbations are active, such relationship is 

well approximated. 

Equation IV-13 admits non-reverse motion solutions. plainly. As 3 simple good example, one could think of 

perfonning an attitude maneuver at some time (to be detennined) in the [! s .1-) interval ~:uch that A.r ~ -A.r : 

(the transversal number being 'high enough as above). Since H remii1ns positive this case. the angle betWeen 
position and velocity never achieves 180 degrees; th:J.S. the second term in equation IV-I3 is dominant and 
positive again for a long trajectory are about the Sun. At say, I -2 AU another attitude maneuver adjusts the sail 
orientation in either the inertial or the orbital frame. The cruise speed for this class of direct motion and that 
related to the motion revcrsaI may be quite comparable in realistic cases; they also depend on the departure 
planet position and velocity at the sailcraft injection time or epoch. 

Both the direct and the reverse motion strategies share a basic rule: if n sufficient~v fighr .~ilcraft i~ planned Lo 

exit from the solar system with high speed, it has 10 lose most of its inilial heliocemric energy (passing thruugh a 
minimum) before acceleratingfuIly. 

It is not difficult to show that the H-reversal class for sailcraft trajectories exlubits large launeh windows. from 
several days to a few weeks, depending on the distant Wlrget coordinates. For targets well beyond Pluto, e.g. the 
heliopause or the solar gravitational lens, wide favorable injection into the solar field repeats on annual basis. --

Thus, the motion reversal represents a full mission opportunity. which has the following additional features: 
confiII11iDg/extendmg the feasibility of a mission from a dynamical viewpoint, examining the critical role of the 
(external) optical degradation on WlconventiolUl sailcraft trajectories. Both points are among the main aims of 
this report. 

IV.3 Specifying Sailcraft Barycenter Motion: the Connection Equations 
As emphasized above, eaeh eomponent of the lighmess vector may act as a djl1aalical control v~iable. 
However, any real L stems from the actual physical interaction between the solar photons and the sail material 
and configurarion. Such interaction geneJates a thrust in the sailcrafi frame of reference. Thus, there is a link 
between ·the direcr control ,,-ariahlel>fparamctcrs of the sailCTllft and L's components. We call them rlre 
conneclioll equatio/ls. Moreover. such equations contain geometricaliphysical features of the source(~) of light 
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and- en~ir6Dment-related effects. Here. we shall. very briefly. report sailcrnft-relmed phenomena and source
related pert.lrbations. Very extensive' explanations of photon-metal inter" ... tions. both from physical and 
rnathcmaticiii ... i.ewpoints, can be found in many excellent classical textbooks on optics. A sailing-oriented 
descriptio. ... , of the solar radiation pressure can be read in (McInnes, 1999. chapter 2). Intrinsic and environment-
induced changes of the ideal sail behavior will be mentioned in §IV.4. -

In tc:nns of radiant flux. 99 percent of the solar spectrum ranges from 1000 A to 40,000 A in wavelength that can 
affect space sailing., The light a sail receives can be specularly reflected, diffusely reflected, absorbed. 
transmitted. A good solar sail should exhibit vanishing transmittance2

• low 3bsorptance (a), low diffuse 
reflectance (d) and high specular reflectance (r). Therefore, r + d + a = 1, a condition well achieved even by 
very thin Aluminium-Chromium films.. For the moment. we only mention that such optical quantities are 
someway a .... eraged over the essential solar spectrum. We shall return on that below. In general, the local so1:u" 
radiant flux impinges onto the sail surface at an angle 0 of incidence, as seen from the sailcraft. (If a;. and 4. 
denote the azimuth and elevation in EHOF, respectively, of the sail axis D. oriented backward with respect to the 
reflective sail side, then onc has case;;;; cosrt." coso" strictly only if the vehicle speed is zero). Specularly 

reflected light generates (n;::rin) momentum along D, while absorption causes a momentum along the incident 
radiation direction. The process of light diffusion by the sail" s front side induces two additional momenta on the 
sail: the first one acts along the incident direction, the second one is along D and is proportional to the smface 
coefficient, ,say, XI (for an ideal Lambertian surface X = 2/3) and the d-value (which, in_tum, depends on the 

sail rouglmess). The energy absorbed by the sail materials is re-emitted from front-side and backside according 
to their respective emissi"i.ties, € I and €b • We suppose that each sail side behaves as a untformly diffuse gray 

surface. Erriissi ... ity is only function of the sail temperature: the sail thickness is so small that one can use the 
same temperature Is across the sail film. This value follows from the equality between absorbed power and 
emitted power in vacuwn at any distance R from the Sun. By neglecting the cosmic background radiation 
temperature, the absorption-induced thennal effect consists of a net momentum along the-nonnal-to-sail 
direction proportional to the following factor 

11::="1., ~r{7:<) -"l.h ~h(~) 
&ir.) + &~(r.) 

(IY-14) 

(In equation IV-14, we have highlighted the dependence on sail temperature). The sall ofa fast sailcraft should 
be composed of a high-reflecti .... e layer and a high-emissivity coating. As a result, -the function K is negative for 
Aluminum-Chromi1.llll sails; in other words, there is a thrust acceleration, along -D, stronger as absorptance and 
temperature increase. Even this component of the total thrust is not negligible, especially around the pennelion 
and for a degraded saiL ._ . 
The above picture of sail-photon interact:on -is rather simplified. In addition to detailed aspects of this 
interaction. a more general treatment sr •. ~~ include other meaningfufitem.s. These ones are photon aberration. 
features of the light source, .curved siiI; and optical degradation, in the order. according to the progressive 
removal of some underlying asswnptions such as: 

AI. direction of incident light along to the X-axis of the sailcraft frame 

A2. point-like Sun 

A3. flat sail 

A4. ideal optics. 

We have mentioned that physics in the spacecraft orbital frame does not coincide with that of the heliocentric 
orbital frame. By neglecting 2,d -order and higher tenns in the vehicle speed, it is possible to carry out the 
following connection equations 

IV.> We use opticaltcrms endin.;: in 'ance· since they apply 10 real specimens regardless of their geometric thickness and physical surface 
state. T.:rms cn.ting in 'j_jty' arc: nonnall)' used 10 highlight optiC"dlly smooth specimens. 
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In equation IV -15. we have set 

P=~[:~:H;l '9=a7Ig/e(R.V) • . V=\V\. m 
(1",,-

S 

(lV-IS) 

(It = 2 W,-,w = 0.001538 kg m-:. W,m = 1367 Wm-J
• g'AU =0.00593 ms-2 (IV-16) 

K,,,,C 

[

COSa.. COSO,] [1IX] 
with the sail direction in EHOF given by D = SinC1.~ coso. "" 11; 

srno. r..~ 

where m is the (LDStantaneous) sailcraft mass. S denotes the sail area, C is the speed of light. cr is the total vehicle 
mass divided by the sail area and is usually named the ~'7ilcraji sail loading. The quantity denoted by a c is the 

so-called critical density. Vector P accow..'tS for photo~·aberration. V'b.ich is' ~ear in the sailcraft speed. The 

Kfactor is given by eqt:ation IV-I4. An importanf1.lIing to be noted about vector equation IV-15 is that the 
various optical sail parameters are Weighted by quantities of significantly different physical nature. Each optical 
pa.-ameter appears in two independent terms. 
Ideally. by a perfectly reflecting planar sail at rest in HIF and orthogonal to the ';ector position, one would get 

Lrda1 =[1 0 Or Gc/Gwith the maximwn allowed thrust, or equivalently, with a thrust efficiency equal to 1. 

Thus. ingeneraI. sailcraft thrust efficiency can be defmed as the actual-on-ideal thrust ratio at any time. It is 
related to the sailcraft SlUlloading by the following relationship: 

(IV-l7) 

When the sailcraft sail loading equals the critical densi'f. I.. < 1 since thrust efficiency is less than unity in any 
real case. 
We haVe: removed assumption Al in carrying out equations IV-IS, which hold for a point-like SWl. If sailcraft 

comes sufficiently cl~e to the Sun. say, at R:s 15 Ra (1 AU:: 214.94 R,;,) , then it begins by sensing the furite 

size andthe limb darkening of the photosphere. They ultimately cause a reduction of the thrust on sail; the nearer 
the spacecraft is the weaker the thrust is (standing the same sail orientation, distance and speed) with respect to 
the point-like Sun thrust. Thus, by removing assumption A2 and using the standard gray-atmosphere mode~ it is 
possible to carry out ~ fonnulas for an arbitrarily oriented saj1 (and in relativistic motion too). A modem 
symbolic-math system on computer is appropriate for achieving this goal Ooscd·form solutions are very long. 
However, we like to report simple c1assical-dynamics formulas v.;thout any terms in vehicle Velocity for 
isolating the mentioned effects on the sail This results in the following modified connection equations: 

(IV-IS) 

In equations IV-IS, we employed the following de~ons: 
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_(2(59-9n<2);2 -64f,,~S:-l +2(3n.2-1)(9+16~1-1/~2) +]} 
u]= ~+l 192 

+ 9[(n~2 _3)1;3 +2(n.2 +1)1;+(1-3n.nf~JLn ~-l 

k=9(~2-1rln1;+1 + 32(;2-lt2 -2(251;2+9)1; 
I; -1 

q=9(31;4-2~2-1)ln~:~ + 32(2~l+1)~~l-1 - 2(591;%-9)1; 

Obviously. even though sWllight distribution has a cylindrical syrmnetry in this model. a non-radially oriented 
sail destroys this symmetry in generating thrust. If the sailcraft moves at a distance 1;» 1. the actual-Sun 

lightness .... ector approaches that one from the point-like Sun, as descneed by equation IV-I5 with zero speed. 
(The general fonnulas are coincident in the limit of 1; -+ CIO for any ~I orientation and velocity, of course). We 

close this topic here with mentioning a few values for the pure radial case: at ;, = 4 (that is at 3 solar radii from 

photosphere). a correction fao.or equal to 0.9858 should be applied to the point-like model. whereas at 
1; = 21.49 (0.1 AU) , the correction factor woule amount to 0.99951. Finally, at 0_2 AU. deviation would result 

in -0.00012, na.'llely. about If. of the photon aberration for a sailcraft traveling at such distance with 15 AU/yr. 

Now. let us remove the assumption A3 to have a fiat sail. Currently envisaged sails may be grouped into two 
large classes: en plast;c substrate sails, (II) a~l metal sails. A representative of c1ass-I is a three-layer sail 
consisting of a pIastic layer of a few microns thick on which thin reflective and emissive films may be deposited 
(one film per side, typica1ly). Such a sail may be suitable for (many) interplanetary transfers. Class-II regards 
bilayer sail configuration consisting of refiective and emissive films alone. Since sailcraft of class-II has a sail 
loading considerably lower than class-I. it would be appropriate for high-speed missions. Photon pressure on a 
large surface induces a large-scale curvarure that, in tum. causes pressure redistribution and thrust deerease. In 
class-I. curvature increases when sail temperature increases. Depending on the supporting structure, large-stress 
values can result in small-scale folds in the sail matenals kno-wn as the wrink1es. One deems that wrinkles may 
interact with large-scale curvature by producing hot spots_ During the AURORA Collaboration (January 1994-
December 2000), a few promising experiments (Scaglione, 1999) were petformed for getting a light sail for the 
AURORA concepts of mission to either the heliopause or the solar gravitational lens. The sail would be 
manufarnu-ed in the following multi-layer mode:· Aluminum-Chromiwn-buffer-UVTplastic, ",,.herc the buffer 
layer consists of diamond-like carbon CDLC)l. UVTpiastic stands for plastic substrate transparent to the solar 
UV photons. Once deployed in a high orbit about Earth, solar UV light reaches the DLe buffer and weakens its 
chemical bonds at the interfaces such that it and the plastic film soon detach from the AI-Cr layers. Closely 
related to teclmiques for achie-.ing metallic sails withOUl infrastructures in orbit, ai'e the deployment and the sail
keeping methods. The AURORA collaboration studied a circular AI-Cr sail to be deployed in orbit by a small sail
rim-located torus. This is a hydrostatic beam-based deployment system with load-supporting wc::b (Gc::nta el aI., 
1999); deployment is effected by inserting gas into this peripheral ring. The sail shall take a pillow~like shape, 
symmetric with respect to the sail axis, Vl.ith a maximum axial shift depending on the Sun-sailcraft distance (and 
sail orientation). For instance, a circular sail of 300-m radius exhibits maximum slope of 4.4 degrees at a 
perihelion as low as 0.15 AU (or, equivalently, a sunward shift of 14 m). Large-scale CL"V3ture radius takes on 
3.3 Ion, by entailing a thrust reduction factor of about 0.998 (with respect to the ideal Case of flat sail). These 
figures would hold only around sueh perihelion distance. Although_some differential equations used for this sail 
deformation analysis an: simplified.. nev:rthe1ess there is a stroniindication that the whole flight of smaller-sail 
AUR.ORA-type spacecraft, designed for higher perihelion (Rp ;;:: 0.2AU), is compliant ,~ith the asswnption ofa 

large-scale flat sail. This statement is of great concern with regard to ISP, here. 

Finally, we shall remove the asswnplion -A4 regarding ideal optics for a sail. Since this is a special topic \\ith 
strong consequences on d)namics, we:: shall devote: next section to iL However, before: proceeding. we: have: to be 

:-.• ] DLe is a metastable diSordered solid that shows a mix of di:unond ::nd gr.tphite structures. 
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more precise about the meaning of the optical parameters entering the connection equations. The set {r. d. a} 
represents the fractions of the incident photons that are specularly reflected. diffusely reflected and absorbed, 
respectively_ Although they are not defmed as one usually does in Optics, nevertheless they can be related to the 
strict optical quantities known as the bi-diIectional spectral reflectance P,,... (.L.e.{p}). the directional 

hemispherical spectral reflectance P .til'" (L. a . {p}) and the directional spectral absorptance a(.[. e) _ (The reader 

may consult some standard handbook such as the Handbook of Optics by Optical Society of America, 2001, 
http://www.osaorg). Here, 1:. denotes the wavelength of the incident light, whereas {P} ernphasizes parameters 

_ characteristic of the reflective sail layer_ The above rerlectance terms are a·.eraged over all possible orientations 
- of the incident electric field. Note that easy mea:.-urable quantities are the total spectral reflected light. 

givingp(:C,e,{pn, and the scattered light (via laser, for example). It is possible to show (Vulpetti, 1999b) that 

the paran ..... tcrs entering the sailcraft motion equations (through the connection equations) have the following 
meani.T'!~ 

3" 5! J~'U(L)dL 

r =psp«(e.{p})=t J::-Psp,,(L.9.{p})'U(L)dL 

d =Pdiff(O,{P})=-} S~p(.[.e.{p})'U(£)d .• C- r 

a =l-(r+d) 

(IV-l 9) 

In the above equations, 'lI (£) denotes the spectral radiant exitance of the SWl, which may be assumed as 

blackbody source with Sn7 K. (corresponding to !he solar constant value of 1367 W/m2
, §IV.SA). Wavelength 

could range from 1,000 A to 40.000 A for a number of physical reasons. For a given sail material and film 
deposition method, entries in the thrust parameter set fro d. a} depend only on the photon incidence angle. 
though, in some case, some parameter may exhibit a quasi-independence on this angle. Anyway. they are 
assumed to not change with time_ That is what we mean by ideal optics here. Actually, any d> 0 entails a son of 
intrinsic degradation in tenns of thrust because of the different coefficients that the specular and diffuse terms 
have in the connection equations. One needs a device separating these contributions to the lot.a!:reflectance_ 
Particularly appropriate to the solar sailing thrust modeling is the Scalar Scattering Theory (SS1), when: the 
main parameter is the root mean ~uare rouglmess of the reflective layer. hereafter denoted by o. It is closely 
related to the sail making process that causes irregularities in the deposited Aluminum film, for inStance. The 
underlying assumptions of SST are discussed in (Vulpetti, 19990) relatively to space sailing. Here, we limit to 
report the simple equation between total and diffuse reflectance: 

(IV-20) 

Total spectral reflectance does Dot depend on 6; however, light scattering causes specular and diffuse 
components to be distributed differently_ Equation IV-20 shows that diffuse reflectance augments non-linearly 
with roughness. Strange enough :n first glance, P diJ! achieves its maximum value at normal incidence e = 0 _ 

Depending on the actual sail. consequences to sailcraft d:namics could be Significant, through equation IV -15. 

IV.4 External Optical Degradation 
Space is kno\\''Il to be a very complex environment that behaves very :lifferently, even as seen from different 
artifacts and \~ith respect their goals_ In addition to classical design items (spacecraft thennal control. spacecraft 
system & sub-system protection, payload degradation and so fonh), modern obj.ectives regard tests on inflatable 
structures too (Stuckey et ai.. 2000). These systems can include different structural elements that have to be 
capable of tolerating space environment for the time necessary to allow the payload mission. From this point of 
view, any sail s),stem is a special deployable syStem Apan from some simple Russi;m tests in orbit, a full 
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preliminary experimental mission sailcraft has yet to be flown (August 20(1). There are only vay scarce 
experimemal daIa specifically oriented to solar saJling hitherto. We shall use pan of them for exploring 
con."'-quences on f2st. sailcraft trajectory such as the ISP's. To this aim, we have to build some model that 
accounts for the en ... ironment a deep-space sailc:raft sail is able to sense.. Since our interest is in all-metal sails, as 
explained above. we may focus on two major causes that could induce a decrease ofw.e sail performaDCe, that is 
a modification of the ideal-optics conditions as staled in §IV.3. These causes are the solar ultraviolet photons and 
the solar wind particles that will continuously impinge on a space sa!!. Iu tJris current investigation for NASA, it 
has been agreed that, considering the very limited amotmt of experimental data, only effects stemming from 
solar wind should be consid~d. Nevertheless, we present calculations that should bold even in a next research 
phase about the influence of the solar UV flux -on the mission design of a/ast sailcraft. name!y a sailcraft flying
by the Sun at low perihelion. By using the concepts of exitancc. radiance and imldiance frum classical optics. it 
is a ~JDple matter to carry out the integrated flux of W photons onto a sail of a sailcraft in the time interval 
[ro ,I] • One gets the energy flueru:e 

r cos(e) . 
'¥ uv ;;;;;; frJlf W; ... v ~ a(&)-rd1 (IV-21) 

Equation IV-21 holds for a sail having absorptaIlce a and distance R from a point-like SWl. UV beam impinges 
on sail with an incidence angle e from the sail normal D. (The relativistic energy shift, sensed in the sailcraft 
frame. has been neglected). Symbol/JV represents the ultraviolet fraction of the solar constant; it may be easily 
estimated by. the blackbody distril:>:..tio:;; at sm K.. For instance,/uv '" 0.122 over the 1,000-4,000 A range, 
namely, 167 , .... 1m2 ofUV flux at lAU. An important thing to be noted in equation IV-21 is that the absorptmce 
function is !!Q1 exhaustively given by eq~ations N -19 as they hold for (time-independent) ideal optics. We sball 
return on this topic in § IV.4.1 since it re~rds the lightness vector computation. 

As far as the energy deposited by the ·solar-wind partie1es on a moving sail. we make so~ simplifying 
assumptions here.. They are: (i) solanvind flows radially from the Sun with a speed constant from :::: 20~ to the 

tennination shock,; (ii) solar-wind number density scales as lIR2 everywhere in this range of distaIice, (iii) 
interplanetary magnetic field does not inter.lct - with sail. A few remarks about these points. Solar wind is an 
expanding momenturn-domina.ted bigh-conductivity super-alfvenic (pseudo) supersonic collisionless plasma for 
which a continumn description applies. Very schematica1ly. it may be viewed at large as composed of quiet 
background plasma of low SJ>eed, on which non-radial fast streams of essentially electrons and protons overlap 
almost periodically. Solar-wind speed changes with the helie-magnetic latitude and reaches a minimum close the 
interplanetary current sheet Our assumption (i) is somewhat elementary. but it has the great ad""3lltage to make 
ca1culations affordable in the context of this repon. In contrast, assumptions (ii) and (iii) appear rather realistic 
also on considering that here one is interested iri fast sailcraft receding from the SWl.. Thus, in the sailcraft frame 
of reference. the (differential) flux of proton energy arriving at the sail during the time d! is given by 

( 2 2)[[W -V COS<P] J d vuump W -2WVcos<p+V . 
-'¥sw = -VSI12<p ·n 
dt 2Rl 

: 0 
(£V-22) 

In equation IV -22. W is the solar-wind speed in 1!eliocentric frame. mp denotes the proton mass and vuu 

represents the (mean) proton number density at I AU. The energy per mit area absorbed by the sail in the time 
interval [co.t] can then be written down as 

(!V-23) 

In IV-23. Yp and €p dc:note the protofl.-backscattering yield and the proton backscanering energy fraction. 
respectively. Actually, computation of:£\'-23 is a long iterative process, which may be simplified by estimating 
the proton backscattering properties in the energy range related to the sail and sailcraft under consideration. By 
using a sophisticated Monte Carlo code, such as SRIM 2000 (Ziegler, 2001), it is possible to study the 
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::-interaction of protons and Aluminum. We have forused attention on a nmnber of fast sails and missions; for 
-instance, fast-stream proton energy, as sensed by the sailcraft, ranges from 1.8 to 3.4 keY. A radial-in-EHOF 
200-mn sail, moying at 15 AUIyr. is characterized by a baclcscanering yield equal to 0.039 and a backscattcring 
energy fraction of 0205; therefore, 992 percent of the solar-wind proton energy flux is deposited on the san (in 
a max depth equal to 110 run). On the other side, ~ 13O-nm 22-AUlyr sail at perihelion absolbs 97.8 percent of 
the proton energy flux (in 115 mn). Along a trajectory. sailcraft experiences differential proton energy flux. 
which ~ges as sail orientation and sailcraft position & velocity evolve. 

Energy from UV photons and solar-wind protons, absorbed by the reflective sail m..teria1 through a very shan 
thickness, aItClS reflectance and absorptance permanenrly. Mathematically, the independent variable is the 
energy flucnce, of which equations IV-21 and IV-23 rcprc:scnt our present C\-aluation. Here, we adopt the 
follo'-'ting model of optical-parameters change 

Oa = all6Ud -aiMDJ = A('¥) 

(r/dcl+di</ul)(l-C;) + aulu/+oo=l 
(IV-24) 

dD£ZvDl = (1-;) diIimJ 

This model entails that we should have some experimental data about absorptance change. namely, the function 
A of fluence at time t. from wbich we could calcu1ate the alteration in reflectance (since we know how to 
calculate the ideal or reference optics discussed in §IV.3). The second equation in IV-24 assumes that the 
relative changes of both specular and diffuse reflectance are equal to one another. Thus, immedioAtely we get 

C;=A('¥)/(rl4cl +d....,) (IV-2S) 

Equations IV-24 have been written to having changes as positive quantities. Finally, though sal1 material 
emissivity does not change as a temperature function, however its actual range is shifted according to the 
absorptance change. Thus, all thcrmo-optical sail parameteEs entering the ~Icraft motion equations are modified 
by the UV field and solar plasma that the sail gradually experiences. 

On a conceptual basis, one can note that when surface rouglmcss (an internal degradation) is introduced, part of 
the specular reflectance turns into diffuse reflectance. In contrast, when external degradation is considered, part 
of the total reflectance turns into absorptance. 

4.1 Integro-Differential Equations ofSallcraft Motion 
Despite the simplicity of the above particular model. the mathematical problem that· stem from any optical 
degradation model consists of parametClS depending on some quantity that is, at any time t > 0, function of the 
previous history of the sallcraft trajectory. The optical parameters. modified through the energy Ouence that 

depends on the sail~ state evolution in [to.t], determine the actua1lightness vector at time t that affects the 

sailaaft motion during the interval (t.t +dt]. Equations IV-2. IV-I5 (or N-l8), IV-24 and IV-2S are coupled. 

As soon as the last three equations are Substituted into IV -2. equations of S311craft motion appear as a system of 
integro-differential equations (IDE). In other words. whereas the ideal optics for sail entails a system of ODE, 
the introduction of optical degradation requires the numerical integration ofa system of IDE for computing the. 
sailaaft motion. . 

In the compUter code ~bortly described in §N.5, we had 10 modify some of the routines of the nmnerica1 
integrators used for ODE in order to deal with the problem. of optical degradation (even though model IV-24 is 
fonnally simple). In §I\l..6, we shall show that some sailcraft trajectories are significantly affected by a 
progressive change of the tbenno-optiCal sail parameters. 
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4.2 Experimental Data. Fitting 

What reJTl.:li;:.s to do here is to discuss the detennination of the function A ('1'). We began with the experimental 

data r~rted in (Wert.c; et al., 2000). but we proceeded 'i\lith using a different fitting procedure in order to be 
rompliant with our prc:salt optical model As ofSeptcmber 2001, the paper by Wertz was the only one, on this 
matter. sup?lied by NASAlMSFC to the author of this chapter. In addition. some of the public space literature on 
the UV -photon·induced. ~c:gradation either regards organic materials or has contradictory results about thin metal 
films. In such literatu.-e. topics are not oriented specifical1y to solar S2Jling marerials. Thus. in using data from 
We;tz paper, we had to assume that ~lectron-dose damage may be similar to solar-wind proton's. No reliable 
jata about tN -induced d3mage~r AI-Cr film<: ha'·e been fround by the auth<Jr at the VlTiting time. Nevertheless., 
the theoreti~1 model described in this section and ~w.:: .-;o~~1:eS repored in §IV.6 may be of considerable 
importance for solar sailing in general, even though we deal with only one cfthe jneces tj t1-.: actual change of 
the thenno-optical sail parameters. With this in mind, we proceeded to the computation of the A-ftmction into 
two steps. First. we fitted the experimental data ofabSOtptance a.~ f'JIlction of the (electron) dose by considering 
that (1) if dose is very low, then the actual absorptance practically coincides with the ideal one, (2) if dose is 
very high, then the marerial is completely degraded. in practice a

odWil
/ ~ 1. This bas carried out the following fit 
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Figure IVA-l 

[n the above plot. D: denotcs the electron d05C! expressed in Mrads (1 Mr..rl = 104 Gy). Experimental data 
regarded beams incident orthogonally to the specimen surface. This fit produces absorptance residuals of zero 
mean «IE-14) and standard deviation equal to 0.00085. 

The second step coO::isted uf lJan:sfOrmiIlg dose into energy flucnce by utilizing the specimen materials, their 
geometrical configuration (Wertz, 2000) and noting that aiJ,,A9=O) = 0.0720 (independently of roughness) for 

AlumimDn. That has resulted into the following absorptlnce change law 

A ('¥) = 0.92027 tanh (0.25215 '¥ sw) + 0.00793 (IV-26) 

In IV-26. the energy flucnce is expressed in MJ/m'Z.. The last term in equation (lV-26) represents the difference 
between the experiment control .... a.lue. taken at (small) non·zero fluence, and the ideal absorpurce value given 
above. It has been rebined as a small conservative bias; for a:-ea1 mission. some bias Voill probably happen due 
to the non-negligible time between sail making (on ground) and sail deployment (in space). 
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IV.S A Computer Code 
The nwnerical cascs of trajectory optimiza1ion presented extensively in §IV.6 have been computed by llSing a 
computer code named Starship/Spaceship Mission An3lysis Code (SMAC). The author bas implemented SMAC 
on PC in the 1986-2001 time frame. 

5.1 General Description 
SMAC h:ls been designed and is maintained for wm?uting spacecraft trajectories rclatt:d to prcpulsion modes 
such as nuclear/solar electric propulsion, antimatter propulsion, .space ramjet. laserimicrowolve sailing. solar 
sailing. plasma-driven sailing and any physically·admissible combination two-three modes. Ob"iou.';ly. some 
combinations of modes are hard to be realized in practice: they are u:;c:ful for evaluation analysis andlor 
performance limit. User can perform trajectory computation in either classical or (full) relativistic dynamics. 
(SMAC was used by the author In his research on inter~tel\ar flight in the 1988-90 timeframe and during the 
AURORA Col~boration mentioned in §IV.3). SMAC ii now in full Fonran-90:95 and CWTCOtly rum> under MS
Windows 98-SE. User grAphic interface (GUI) has been designed in MS-Visual Basic 5. SMAC includes a 3D 
graphic module for quick output visualization. 

Current SMAC version (A.45.93a) consists of about 24,600 lines. Emploved compiler is a commercial highly 
optimized compiler for Pentium-III. 

Solar-sail mode is one of me most detailedpropulsivn mooes in SMAC. The whole of the solar sailing theory 
described in the prC\.ious sections comes from as special case of a more general solar·sailing model embedded in 
a set of Fortran modules and procedures: these ones are designed to grow with the user needs. 

With regard to the Interstellar Probe mission concept. Normalized Solar Units (NSU) have been used by setting 
GMsl,"1\ = 1 and Astronomical Unit (AU) =- 1. Internal compubtions have been j>erl"ormcd in full double precision 
accordmg to IEEE 754. 

5.2 Integrators 
SMAC user ca."} select different numerical integrators for different trajectory arcs . .:!.ccording to the propulsion 
types. star and planetary fields. The available methods for integrating ODE are: 

Adams-Bashforth-Mouiton ( .. ariable stepsize, variable order) 

Bulirsch-Stoer (variable stepsize) 

RWlge·Kutta-Shank (modified) 

Fixed step 
Automatic variable stepsize 
User-defined variable stepsize 

The above three methods are known to be based on quite different principles. They are useful also to compare 
high'precision Integration of difficult mission profile5. Each imegr:nor cor.sists of Fornan procedures arranged 
into three nested !e-.'e!s: the drh'er routine, the stepper routine and the algorilhm rotr.ine. The above integrat\.>[S 
were originally implemented only for ODE in SMAC. Subsequently we have modified the drivers for also 
dealing \\lith the integ:rcKIifferenti21 equations system stemming from the optical degrad2tion problem. 

5.3 Optimizen 
The user can usc S:\1AC in either propagation-mode-or optimi7.ation-mode. Trajectories can be optimized in the 
Non-Linear Programming (NLP) sense: the analyst can minimize one objective function chosen out of five 
criteria. Optimization may be constrained on either control or state. or both. Additional linear/non-linear 
constraints. relC\.'ant to special propul!;ion mod~ (e.g. the ~lar sailing) are dealt with. Very shortly, a trajectory 
can be segmented into a number 0: arcs each of which is charao;teri:D:u by ib own prvpl.lbiull lIlooe (one: or murt: 
depending on the research purpo~~), ~tar field, planetary perturbation(s), attitude control parameters, 
state/control constrai.'lts and so on. Through the GUl. the analyst can chooSt: which cuntrols are to be optimized 
arc-by-arc. including launch date and/or part of the initial spacecraft state :-elati\'ely to either the departure star or 
the departure planet. Similarly, the final spacecraft state (at target) can be partially left open, 

SM-'\C knows ~'o robust optimization algorithms: the Marquardt method revised by Le'.enberg-Marquardt
Morrison (or the LMM algorithm). the Levenbcrg-\1arquardt method improved by More (Argonne Lab., 1980) 
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O!" the LME algorirhrr .. The original :roplementation of LME was in FORTRAN-IV; it was ported to Fortr.an-90 
by Vulpetti in the Nineties. Its current version in SMAC is either standard or interactive. Dt:~ to the djfferent 
minimum-search poli::ies of the two methods. the analyst may utilize both algorithms for solving problems 
exhibiting many local minima that differ slightly in value or by smaIl amounts of the (optimized) control 
parameters. or both. 

5.4 CODstants and St2Ddard Files 
In addition to what explained in § IV.2.1. the following const2nts have been ~ in be present investigation by 
this computer code: 

Solar Gtavita-ional Constant 
Astronomical Unit 
Unit Mass 

SoJ;u- Constant 
I AU/standard year 

Solar· idius 

1.3271 :24400 180E-20 m3/s'2 

1.49597S706910E-ll m 
the spacecraft initial mass [kg) 

1367 W/m
2 

4.740470 km.'s 

6.%IE+05 Ian 

Basic physical I;;Onstants have oo..-n taken from Particle Data Group (2000) available from CERN. LBNL and at 

htt:!:flOOg.lbl.gov. FIle DE4031LE403 from Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been used for planetary 
ephemerides. With regard to the asswncd value for the solar constant, it is an excess-rounded (by about 0.7 
Wlm2) averag.! of the daily-means of the total solar irradi2nce (that is time-variable) measured by satellite 

throughout the year 2000. For details. visit the site http://obsun.omQC!wrc.ch. We have considered such value in 
this ffilSSlon analysis of the Interstellar Probe. for a presumable launch in 2010/2011, namely, about one solar 
cycle from now. Some care about it should be used. in general. Sometimes. one might adopt a round value (1.4 
kW/m~) in r.,id computation of solar sail trajectories This entails higher lightness Dumbers that. in turn, could 
induce some non-negligible shift of some: key quantity (e.g. the perihelion distarK:e). The rcsulH1lay be a non
linear (generany optimi,tlc) change of the trajectory performance index. 

IV.6 The Case for Interstellar Probe 
We shall study ISP mission oppornmities involving sai!craft motion reversal. They might be added to the 
mission profiles already analyzed by JPL (Mcwaldt et aT., 2000). We deal .... ith trajectories from. sailcraft 
injection into the solar gravitational field to the target distance of200 A7] in the hcliopau.se nose din:ction. 

6.1 Investigation Line and Problem Statement 
In its most general fonn, the lightness vector depends on variables and parameters of different physical origin 
that one may group as follows: (a) source-of-Iight parameters, (b) physical/geometrical sail parame:ers, (c) 
sailcraft state variables (mass, positiOIl- velocity). (d) environmental parameters. and the time elapsed since 
deplo~t. In particular. L is propor-ional to cr~ I cr; cr is a (technological) ~ontrol parameter. We shall 

analY7.e aspects of the ISP mis-sion concept through different values of the sailcraft 5aiJ. loading th.it. in tum. is 
. strongly related to thc whole sailcraft teclmology. inciuding the scientific payload. For each value of cr, 
. typically we first discuss one (optimi7.ed) trajectory opportunity with ideal sail optiC5 and, then. the 

corresponding opportunity with optical sail degradation. For the case a = 2 glml, more than one ideal-optics 

profiles will he presented. The meaning of the term "corresponding~ used above is the follov.ing: once the ideal
optics trajectory hac;; heen . ptirnized (in the sense described below), one switches from ODE to IDE by 
considering optical sail degradation; then, optimization is performed by inserting the idea1~tics optimal 
controls as the guessed or starting contr<'l set. In the next sub-~ections. we will discuss 5ix profiles by (J ranging 
from 2.2 10 1 g/m2

. 

We computed admissible ranges of geocentric vector position and velocity (or the hyperbolic state) ora sailcraft 
in the fuzzy boundaries of the Earth-Moon-Sun system. We considered some of the current launchers capable to 
deliver a spacecraft of (at least) 200-350 kg with hyperbolic excess up to 1 lonIs. SignificaI!tly higher values of 
the hyperbolic excess are excluded here, simply because both direct and reverse motion modes have to obey the 
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basic rule stated in §IV.2.3. (Obviously, laWlcher is a primary constraint; however, indicating any specific 
launcber is not a item of this report). The hyperbolic sailcraft state is added to the Earth state at the injection 
time. or the misSion epoch, of the sailcraft into the solar field. We assume thaI, at such JD value, Slil deployment 
& attitude acquisition and any other prelimiDaIY operations have been completed. The whole 5allcraft trajectory 
is here segmented in five parts: four sailing thrusting arcs (or T-arc) plus one coasting arc (or C-arc) from sail 
jettisoning to tzrget The first three T-arcs entail a three-a.xis stabilized attitude control, whereas sailcraft is spun 
in the fourth one. (Why sail is not jettisoned at few AU past the perihelion bas been explained in Chapter-ill of 
this report) . .iii order to simplify the ISP H-maneuver, ..... e have considered the followiIii trajectory control 
parameters: 

(1) Epoch (to) 

(2) _ Direction of the geocentric hyperbolic position (resolved in HIF) at to 
(3) Geocentric hyperbolic excess 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

III T -arc duration and sail direction constant in EHOF 

2Dd T-arc duration and sail direction constant in HIF 

3nl T-arc duration and sai1 direction constant in EHOF 

4111 T -arc duration and sail direction constant in HIF 

(8) IKC-arc duration 

(N-27) 

Control sets 4-5-6 represent a simple realization of the 3D H-reversal motion detailed in (VuIpetti, 1~9a). In 
addition, we have set the following constraints: 

minCH) > 0 

min (R) ;;?; 0.2 AU 
mta"(Ts) < 600 K 

tf - to ~ 18.}T 

The fonowing endpoint conditions have been applied 

\ R(to)-REGnh (to) \ = 0.01776 AU 

R(tf )=200 AU 

A(t f) =254. SO e(t f) = i.So 

(IV-2S) 

(IV-29) 

We chose the flight time upper limit-in IV-28 such that. clJIIlbined with the optimized coasting speed, the whole 
ISP missio-D, with a potential prolongation from 200 AU-to 400 AU (Liewer ex 0.1., 2000), may last less than a 
typical human job time (HIT) or 35 yr. However, the sallcraft distance base1ine was fixed at 200 AU. The third 
l"OW of N -29 represents the ecliptic longitude-latitude coordinates of the sailcraft target position. The other 
endpom.t values have been left free and optimized according to NLP. The index of performance, here, is the 
sailcraft speed at 200 AU. Thus, the current problem ofastrodynamics can then be stated as follows: 

Given either the previous ODE or IDE system, describing the motion oj a sailcraft in the solar 

system. with vector state S;: [m R Vr driven from So to S I (Partially-fixed Slates) by the 

control {U} (defined in IV-27J, find the special set {Uaf" } that maximize5 che sailcraji speed at 

t f while satisfying the linear and nOTz·linear constraints IV-2B. 

N~30 

As far as the planetary perturbations are concerned, we considered both inner and outer planets; eventual 
planetary swing(s)-by of the sailcraft is(are) computed during the trajectory optimization process. "When in the 
solar field, gravitational perturbation from the Earth-Moon system to the sailcraft is modeled as stemming from 
their baryccmer. 
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6.2 Arrangement oftl!e Results 
In the following subsections, we discuss the numerical results of the problem stated in §IV.6.1. For each case 
and for each optimization, we have arranged the main results in six-Figure tables (on a onc-pc:r-page basis), 
which are grouped sequentially in §IV.6.ll. Each table contains an header reporting the values of the quantities 
by which we made mission profiles dislincl They are: sailcraft sail loading (input), root mean square roughness 
(input). optical sail degradation switch (input), ::ctual sailcraft perihelion (output). F..ach Figure in a set is labeled 
by both paragraph (of discussion) and progressive number. Figures 1-2 regard the projection of the sailcraft 
trajectory onto the ecliptic, or the X'{ plane, and the YZ plane. The orbits of the first four planets are also shown 
in the !\.vo plot windows. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the H-in'Jarianl On the left side of the H mini.:l:lllIn, the 
sailcraft motion is direct., wbereas on the right side it is reversed.. The ensuing sailcraft cruise phase "saturates" 
the in·variant. This behavior, which looks like a sort of "square root", is quite general for the 3D H-reversal mode 
aimed at getting a-w-ay from the solar system. Time at which the vector H crosses the ecliptic plane is shown by a 
vertical segment in Fig.-3. Reversal time decreases with the sailcraft sail loading. Figure 4 is the plot of the time
history ofthc lightncss vector components _(in EHOF). Motion reversal line is shown again. Controlling the first 
three T-arcs entails L(l) continuous. whereas the optimal $pin-stabilized T-arc requires an attitude maneuver. 
After such a maneuver, supercriticai sailcraft results in a quasi-radial lightness vector. In contrast; sub-critical 
sailcraft shows high non-radial numbers: the transversal number increases energy while the normal ntunber 
steers to the target direction. During the spin phase, the radial nwnber is close to unity or higher. so 
counterbalancing or o .... ercoming the solar gravitational acceleration. Sailcraft speed and orbital energy are 
graphed in Figure 5. There, the perihelion time (vertical) line is added to show that maxima of speed and energy . 
take place past the perihelion, with the following distinction: supercritical sailcraft exhibits a local maximum of 
speed and an asymptOtic maximum of energy, whereas sub-Critical sailcraft evidences asymptotic maxima of 
both. With regard to Figure 6, we plotted the history of sail temperature for the ideal sail optics (i.e. switching 
degradation to off); when degraclation=ON, we reported temperature, Ouenee and change of optical sail 
parameters altogether. 

All Figures focus on suitable time windows that highlight the behaviour of functions. In discussing results, we 
limit ourselves to some pOints, wherea .. other considerations. which can be read out -easily from Figures. are left 
to the. reader. 

Table IV.7-1 sununarizes the main input and output ..... \Iues. We shall refer also to this table in discussing results. 

Unless otherwisc specified, the -root mean square roughncss has been fixed to 20 run. Tbis_ means that a 
roughness uncertainty from 3 standard deviations or 60 run is reasonably compliant with the construction of a 
la.rge surface with Alurninum-Chromium film nominally 200 run thick 

Sailcraft sail loading will be given with two decimal digits. Units are grams per square meter. This means that, "ill 
the range considered in the present analysis, two mission profiles differing by less than 0.01 g1m2 in this 
technological quantity can be considered identical, in practice. 

6.3 The 2.20 g!rrl case 
This case has been considered to show the difficulty of a sailcraft of 2.2 glm! to move as fast as the ISP mission 
concept would require. 
Figures IV.6.3-(1-6] show the optimized profile for ideal optics. Radial. transversal and normal lighmess 
numbers are such that motion reversal can take place. Orbital angular momentum decreases in magnitude and 
bends progressively until it lies on the ecliptic plane. 1.492 years after injection. At such a lime, the transversal 
number vanishes and the normal number achieves its local positive maximum. according to the theory. Since this 
instant on, the transversJ.I component of the lighmess vector becomes positive whereas angular momentwn 
bending continues as the nonnal number is still positive. As a result. sailcraft motion reverses while energy 
increases. Sailcraft moves toward the Sun with increasing speed not only because potential energy decreaSes but 
also since total energy augments significantly. It achieves the cscape point (£=0) and rapidly rises before the 
perihelion. Acceleration keeps on after the perihelion. but now the norn:'!1 nUlnber goes to zero from the right 
side, while the sailcraft distance from the SWl rapidly increases because of the very high speed. All this means 
that angular momentum stops bending and the H-function evolves asymptotically. The subsequent arrirude 
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maneuver for getting a spinning sailcraft completes both ~d keeping and steering of sailcraft toward the target 
direction. 

In the CUlTent framework, the above description applies qualitatively to any H-revcrsal evolution. However, as 
we decrease the sailcraft sail loading, we v.ill find a corresponding progressive shifting of values (not of 
behavior) that is important in the: ISP context.. -

In the present case, the direct motion arc - always characterized by the H-invariwt decrease - is slow because 
. the transversal number, responsible for the energy change, is not negative enough. Even the radial numb;.. is not 
sufficientJy greater than 112 for allowing a high perihelion. Consequcnt1:·, if OXie wants a cruise speed satisfYing 
the mission flight-time constraint. then pcnbelion has to be low. Getting a cruise speed more than 14 AU/)T 
entails a non-negligible perihelion violation, namely, Rp=O.175 AU here. Such a low perihelion may not be a 
problem., in generu, for an advanced sailcraft. The true problem arises in !he presence of optical degradation. 
To figure OUI better, 2 sailcraft trajectory - satisfying active constraints - may be generally-regarded as a sort of 
delicate compromise between conflicting key quantities such as hyperbolic state (with respect to the departure 
planet). time interval to penbeIioo. perihelion distance. sail temperature effects, range of lightness numbers, and 
so on. They "interact" to each other, of course. As pointed out, in the current case thc lightness numbers are not 
so high. to decelerate sailcraft fas: enough. Thus. soiar-wind energy fluence increases and induces a strong 
absorptance change. This one, in turn. increases sail temperature significantly. On. the other side, if or:e 
decreased the hyperbolic excess at epoch. then a time-to-perihelion reduction could take place; nevertheless, 
since the radia/lightncss nwnbcr docs not depend on hyperbolic excess, one would ~vc a further lowering of 
perihelion and an additional increase of the fluence on the sail. Thus, in getting a trajectory satisfying perihelion 
and temperature constraints. both baseline and extended-mission flight times exceed their limits. as reported in 
Table IV.7-1, as cruise speed falls down to 11 AUf'JT. The present value of (j' may be considered in a transition 
zone (relatively to the ISP mission conc~t) where some constraint, unavoidably, cannot be satisfied .. 

6.4 The:ilO glm! case 
As pointed out above, L depends on q' non-linearly. With respect to the preVious case, a decreaSe of 4.5 percent 
in (j' induces a change of 9.6 percer:t in the range of the optimal transversal lighmess nuinber of the direct
motion arc (ideal optics, Figures IV.6.4-[1-6]). This quantity is the major rOl'onsible for the cbange of key 
values with respect to those ones related to 2.20-gfm2. As a point of fact, even though the I3dial nwnber varies 
by-about I percent, H-reversa! tilne and perihelion time are back shifted by 15.7 and 13.1 percent, respectively. 
Every constraint is satisfied; in particular, perihelion takes place at 0.204 AU. Note that the: duration of the 2oc! T
are decreases from about 60 to 33.5 days. In this arc, the angular momentum bend~ and reve:ses by passing 
through a minimum in magnitude. The interval of such a 'T -arc is a non-linear function of the sailcraft sail. 
loading. Its allocation after the IS: T-arc;whcrc thc sailcraft's dcceleration occUrs, is a key factor for achieving -
the condi,ion of motion reversal. 

Optical degradation brings on perihelion rising of 0.044 AU with a delay of 84 day~ (or about ]4.9 percent) v.itb 
respect to the just-mentioned ideal-optics case. However. relatively to the 2.26 gJm2 case, the "g-c1in" in terms of 
mean distance and time in the pre-perihelionrnotion is such that fluence at perihelion decreases down to 0.57 
MJ/m:! or -3.4 percent. This is enough to not violate the temperature limit and get a good margin. Flucnce 
saturation is achieved tw~ years after injection. namely. one year (or 30 percent) 1:1 advance with respect to the 
2.20-case. Trajectory profile~ are shown in Figures IV.6.4-[7-12]. Onc has only a slight violation (0.1 )T) of the 
baseline flight time. Cruise speed amountsJo 12.23 AU/)T. 

In thc current framework. the 2.1 0 g/m~ case could be considered the lower bound of the above-mentioned 
transition from mission infeasibili:y to mission feasibility. 

~ -
6.S The 2.00 glm~ case 
The present (T" value is very close to that considered for IS? in (Mewaldt: and Liewer, 2000) and (Liewer eI aI., 
2000). We first present a number of trajectory profiles with different values oCthe root mea.'1 square roughness. 
Key values are collected in background-colored rows of Table TV. 7-1. 
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In principle, the best case one may envisage is a sail with neither roughness nor degradation. Plots related to this 
special case of optimized trajectory are shown in Figures IV.6.5-[1-6]. Pre-perihelion trajectory' is almost 
tangc:ntial to the Mars orbit. Motion reversal begins attc( 321 days (5ince injection) with Hmin~.0226 AU

2
/yr. 

The sailc:raft proceeds to perihelion, in about 76 days, with a speed of 16.78 AUf)T, maximum speed 1S as high 
as 17.79 AUf yr. However, since the max ... -alue (0.;36) of the lightne:>s number is less than unity even in this 
ideal case, speed has to decrease while sailcraft recedes from the Sun. Nevertheless, a cruise speed of 15.22 
AU/yr is achievable by satisfying constraints widely. This results in baseline flight time of aOOut 14.2 yr with 
additiooal13 yr to accomplish the prolonged mi5siolL In one HIT, sailcraft could reach 516 AU. 

Figures IV.6.5-[7-12] show that this perfonnance is decreased only slightly if the sail were made with a root 
mean square roughness equal to 100m. This is a direct consequence of the diffuse-refleCtance law given by 
equation IV-20. The most .... -isible differences are: earlier launch date (on October 7) by almost three days, the 
increase oflhe hyperbolic excess from lQ mlS to 70 mfs. Both compensa1e for the (low) reduction of1r.UlSversal 
lighmess nwnber; thus, without remarkable changes in the other decision parameters, perihelion remains 
unchanged and cruise speed can be kept over 15 AUIyr. In one HIT, sailcraft could reach 509 AU. 

There is still a good margin in accepting a sail made with higher roughness 6 and, a1 the same time, finding a 
perihelion very close to the value given in (Liewer et al. 2000). The set of plots for 0=20 om and ideal optics are 
ctisplayed in Figures IV.6.5-[13-18]. The pre-perihelion arc elongates beyond the f\1ars orbit, H-reversal delays 
by 61 days (Hmin=0.0115 AU2/yr) and perihelion occurs at 0.24 AU. As a result, cruise speed decrease:> to 13.17 
AU/yr. However. both baseline and extended mission flight times satisfy the related const:raints (even though the 
extended mission lasts four years more). In one lIlT, sailcraft could reach 443 AU. 

This 0=20 idea.l-optics solution is imponant since it is changed exiguously, injection date included, by the optical 
degradation (Figt.U"'.!S IV.6.5-[19-24]). As a point of fact, the lightness numbers are still sufficiently high to 
ultimately keep fluence below 0.55 MJ/m'2 around the pennelio.n:::Thus. ,cmperature constraint is not violated 

(Tmax.=587 K). Fluence achieves saturation (0.7 MJ/m:2) in 1.7 yi.From Table IV.7-1. one can s~ that both time 
to and speed at 200 AU are such that 441 AU could be achieved in one HIT_ In addition, the current Cruise speed 

of 13.13 AU/yT compares well to V: or 14.41 AU/yr, given by equation IV-6 (which does not include any 
degradalion). 

From what so far described, one should note that decreasing the sailcraft sail loading from 2.2 to 2.0 g/m2 means 
moving from risk 10 fc::asibility, at lc::ast from the nominal-mission viewpoint. 

6.6: The 1.80 glmz case _ 
In full degradation oo:lditions, the value of 2.00 glm2 would cause: a temperature violation if one attempted to 
use a perihelion even reduced by 0.011 AU. For instanCe, some sail control errors may force to flyby the Sun at a 
lower distance during the real night. On the other hand. some meaningful perihelion decrease is necessary to 
incre:ase the cnllse speed. That may be accomplished by further reducing the sailcraft sail loading. In the ideal
optics mode, 1.80 gfrn'1 would allow the sailcraft to flyby the Sun at Rp=020 AU and to complete the extended 
mission in 26.2 years. One would get 538 AU in 1 JHT. -

However, in the optical-degradntion mode, perihelion cannot be lower than 0.22 AU. At this \'alue, fluence takes 
on 0.5 MJfm2 that induces 597 K of max sail temperature. Ruence saturates at 0.64 MJ/m2

, practically achieved 
in 1.1 )T. With this perihelion. cruise speed comes to 14.8 AU/)T, whence, baseline flight time amolDlts to about 
14.4yr and the extended mission la.'tts 27.9 yr. After a time equal to 1 HIT, sailcraft would achieve 505 AU. -
Plots of the current case are displayed in Figures IV.6.6-[I-12J. 

The main ad\'allt.age stemming from making the ISP saiicraft with 1.8 glm2 instead of2.0 glm2 would cODSist of 
flight error counterbalance through a set of admissible backup trajectories with respect to a nominal trajectory 
ha .... ing 0.22 AU < Rp < 0.25 AU, espeCIally if the actual energy fluence were to result mc::aningfully different 
from the predicted one. 
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6.7 The Critical Case 
As we know, the attribute critical refers normally to the equality between the sailcraft sail loading and that ideal 
value, which would allow a sailcraft to balance the solar gravity exactly. We mentioned in §IV.3 that such value 
pertains to a perfectly reflecting sail (at-rest in HIF) oriented radially and receiving light from the point-like Sun. 
However, any real sailcraft at criticality, i.e. with cr = C" c' would exhibit a maximum value of the lightness 
number lower than mrity at any time, as its thrust efficiency is certainly less than unity throughout the flight 
Besides, the max value of this efficiency in this case is close to 0.87. Consequently, such a sailcr:ift would not be 
dynamically critical, inasmuch as the lightness number would be meaningfully lower than one throughout the 
flight We shall go forward to analyzing some sub-critical cases. 

6.8 The 1.28 g/m" case 
In terms of CT, this sub-criticall.28 is as dist3nt from ere as 1.80 is. For an'K1eal-optics sail. the pre-perihelion arc 
is characterized by a mean value of the tranSVersal mnnber equal to -0.375. This is sufficient negative to lower 
aphelion, increase energy loss and achieve perihelion (0.20 AU) in 212~ys;,,"Aftcr the attitude maneuver at the 
beginning of the fourth T -arc (at 0.27 AU). the post-perihelion trajectory arc exhibits comparable values of all 
components of the lightness vector. This allows both energy and speed to evolve with profiles practically flat 
throughout the fourth T -arc (that ends at 120 AU). Strictly speaking. the local maximum of sailcraft speed still 
exists, but it is so broad, on the right, that it is rendered indistinct from the cruise level or 20.8 AU/yr. Baseline 
mission could be accomplished in t 0.2 yr. Sailcra:ft could rc:a.ch 716 AU in 1 HIT. 

When optical sail degradation is cOnsidered, the pre-perihelion arc is still so fast that, very close to the 
perihelion, solar-wind energy fluence is as low as 037 MJ/m2 at which sail temperature rises to 578 Ie. its max 
value. Sail achieves fluenee saturation (0.48 MJ/m2

) in 0.7 yr since injection. The optimal. profiles for optical
degradation are very similar to those ones without it One value for all. I!>P would reach a distance. again. equal 
to 716 AU in 1 HIT. 

This case is shown in Figures IV.6.8-[t-121 .. 

6.9 The 1.00 g/m2 case 
In contrast to the above cases, some lightneSs number can now be greater than unity in some T-arcs; in 
particular, one gets A.=124, i.. =1..17 , A,=O.34 (ideal optics) in the spinning-sail T-arc. The main resu1t 
consists of obtaining the sailcraft speed increasing as sailcraft moves far away from the Sun. As a point of fact, 
once the sailcraft overcomes the perihelion, some maneuver Can be accomplished in order [0 reorient the sail 
with a radial number constantly greater than unity. Thus, the local speed maximum of the previous cases has 
"evolved" into an asymptotic absolute maximum. The H-reversal are duration is stiil quite manageable (2 days). 
The optimal profiles ace shown in Figures IV.6.9-[I-6]. . 

By including optical degradation, the above set of lightness values changes into 
A=1.14, A.=1.08, A, :=0.29, which allows sailcraft to accelemte again asymptotical1y. The related profiles 

are shown in Figures IV.6.9-[7-12]. Sail temperature takes on a max value oj 547 K at fluence equal to 0.31 
Ml/m2

• The dynamical output one gets at 200 AU consists of sailcraft speed equal to 23.5 AU/yr. Baseline 
mission lasts 9.03 years, whereas the extended mission to 400 AU may be accomplished in less than 18 years: . 
809 AU could be reached in one HIT. 
From Table IV.7-1, one can note that the current max value of 5ml temperature is the lowest one out of all cases 
hitherto analyzed. (The temperature margin may be used to design a new profile with perihelion less than 0.2 
AU, but still keeping f)uence sufficiently low not to violate 600 1<. Such an analysis may be among the topics of 

·a fulW'e study on faster ISP). Finally, one should note that, in this case of sub-critical sailcraft sail loading, V': 
amounts to 21.34 AU/yr, namely, lower than the cWTent cruise speed. It is to be ascribed mainly to the large 
transversal lightness number that can change energy (equation IV-5c) to overcome the pure-radial solution 
significantly. 
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6_10 FurtherRemarks 

1. Keeping ~he sail attitude constant. or so, in the sail craft orbital fume entails that the sail axis has to be 
rotated sufficiently fast in the inertial frame, especially when sailcraft moves around the perihelion. For 
instance, the attitude control systcmhas to output about 9.7 dcgfday and 15.1 deglday for the 2 g/m2 and 
1 gfm2 case. respectively. In the present model of sailcraft, although detailed system description and 
modeling is beyond the scope of this report, we assumed a small-rocket attitude control; each pair of 
micro-engines (endowed \vith small solar panel) is placed on the sail rim. In the fastest trajectories here 
analyzed, maximum fuel consumption is less than 1 pereent of tJ:le initial sailcraft mass. In general. a 
"mixed- attitude control system may be considered: non-rockef devices (Wright. 1993) and micro
thrusters. depending on the distance from the Sun and the trajectory control requirements. 

2. The optimal trajectory profiles presented in this report are characterized, among many things. by a 
double-crossing of the ecliptic plane, v.ith the perihelion between the two. Perihelion latitude ranges 
from -14.SO to -47.8°. Therefore, there is no geometric problem in the sailcraft-Eanh cormnunication 
around the perihehon. What shall be analyzed in detail is the location of the onboard antenna with 
rt:>-pcct to tht: sai 1. 

3. In addition to the mission unfeaslbility-feasibility transition., there exist another special value of the 
sailcraft sail lO:lding. For the ISP-mission AI-Cr sail spacecraft with H-reversal motion, this value is very 
c1~e to 1.3 £1m2

. Bela ...... it, the pre-perihelion trajectory arc can be so fast that (despite the angle 
bl:twc:en sailcrafl position and \.'e1ocity is significantly greater than 90° for over 50 percent of time). the 
optimal perfonnance indexes of the ideal-optics and the optical-degradation flights can be considered 
equal to one another « 1 percent). Above this limil tho:: influence of the t:1Iergy fluence on mission 
feasibility cann~t be neglected. Reasonably, such a featW'e should hold even for a direct-motion fly-by 
of me Sun. At the time Ofllis "'Tiling, though, it is not knov.n . ., 

4. A sailcraft with 1.2 gfrn-. or less, would be able to fast explore the solar gravitational lens in deeper 
focal zones. For instance. if sailcraft wt:rt: able to fly-by the Sun at perihelion equal to 0.15 AU 
(VUlpt:lli. 2000). it could navigate the interval from 763 AU to 821 AU in 2.3 ')T and reach 821 AU after 
32.2 yr since injection. That would be appropriate for observing distant photon sources in the range 
from 160.4 GHz to 122.3 GHz (Maccone, 2000). At 122.3 GHz, the photon path bending due to the solar 
gravity is counterbalanced by the contrary deflection caused by the solar corona plasma. Photon 
frequencies different from such no-lensing value behave differently in total deflection. In the COntext of 
a ~eneralized ISP miS5ion concept. such a potential flight may be revisited by adding optical 
degradation, telecommunication system and launcher constraint. 
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6.11 Figures 

Case id: c=2.20 g/m2, r.m.s. 0=20 nm, De9radation~off, perjhelion~O.17S AU 
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Case id: 0'=2.10 91m2, r.m.s. 0=20 nm. Degradation=ON. perihelion=O.248 AU 
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~ id: 0"=2.00 91m2, I".m.s. 0=0 nm, Degradation=off. perihelion=O.20 AU 
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Case id: 0'~2.00 91m2, r.m.s. S= 10 nm, Oegradation~off. peri"elion~O.20 AU 
F".gure IV.6S 7 
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Case id: (;=2.00 91m2. r.m.s. 0=20 nm. Degrada.tion=off. PErihelion =0.24 AU 
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Case id: 0"=1.80 g/mz, r.m.s. 0=20 nm, Degradation=off. ~rihelion=O_20 AU 
Figure !V.6.6-1 
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Case id: 0'=1.80 g/m2, r.m.s. 0=20 nm, Degradation=ON, perihelion=O.22 AU 
Figure IV.6.6-7 
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C~e id: 0'= 1.28 91m2, r.m.s. B=20 nm, Degradation=off, perihelion=O.20 AU 
Figure IV.6.8-1 
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Case id: a=1.28 91m2, r.m.s. 0=20 nm, Degradation=ON, perihelion=0.20 A.U 
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Case id: 0'=1.00 g/m2, r.m.s. 0=20 nm, Degradation=off, perihelion=O.20 AU 
Figur~ IV.6.9-1 
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case id: G= 1.00 gfm2• r.m.s. 0=20 nm, Degradation=ON, perihelion=O.20 AU 
Figure IV.6.9-7 
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Figure IV.6.9-8 

Motion Reversal: the October Opportunity 
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IV.7 Summary Table 

Table IV.7-1. ISP H-reversal trajectory opportunity: main features from the optimal profiles discussed in §IV.6. COAstraint 
violation is marked bold. 1t.i/icfig:Jres in the rightmost column represent the flight time of the extended mission to 400 AU. 

1.,.[glm2j, 
Optical Perihelion ApMlionln nm~to Tim~to Time to Max Sail Speed 

TimO!!tJ '.slnm] Oegradalion 
distance pre-perihelion ApMlion H-r~rsal P~rlhellon Temperature at 200 AU 200 I -f()() IW 

(AU) arc (AU) [~r) (year) '[year) [K] [AUtyrj [year) 

1 2.20 20 Off 0.175 2.130 0.931 1.492 I.n6 530 1434 15.698129.65 : 

l 2.20 20 ON 0.261 2.636 1.283 1.934 2.470 574 11.02 10565 1 J& 71 ! 
I l.lO 21) Off 0204 1:938 0.806 1.258 1.543 490 1320 16.66713J.82 i 
: :UO 20 ON 0.248 2.118 0.922 1.393 1.773 584 _ 12.23 18.096134.4"5 [ -
I 2.00 00 Off 020 1.570 0.5S6 ,0.879 1.086 '492 15.22 14.211127.35 I 
i 2.00 10 Off 020 1.613 0583 0.922 1.137 490 15.04 14.424127.72 I 
; 2.00 20 Oll" 0.24 - 1.809 0.716 1.089 1.383 4S0 13.17 16.543131. 73 _ 

I 2.00 70 ON 0.24 1.827 0.726 1.105 1.405 -587 13.13 16.611 131.84 1 

I I.W 20 Off 0.20 1.426 0.457 0.736 0.913 487 15.79 13.565126.2J . 

! 1.80 20 ON 0..22 U70 M8S 0.769 0.967 597 14.84 14.429127.91 

i 128 20 Off 0.20 1.158 0.257 0.462 0.581 .1.71 20.79 10.201 1 19.81 

! 128 20 ON 0.20 1.159 0.257 0.464 0582 573 20.79 10.2021 /9.82 
, I.W 20 Off 0.20 1.099 . 0.201 0.390 Q.496 L58 23.57 8.9861 17.47 , 

L 1.00 20 ON 0.20 1.099 0.201 0.391 0.496 .~7., ';-.-.-;' 
23.46 9.026117.55 



IV.8 Feasibility of ISP from Trajectory' Design Viewpoint 
These following considerations complement those made in §IV.6.l0. As it is well ~ Interstellar Probe is 
not only a sophisticated scientific mission concept; among the main things. it should prove that it is possible to 
tra\'cl fast to distant targets with low cost and high reliability. These features generally depend on sailcraft 
operations, no other propulsion (apart from lifting off, of course). strong increase of the launch window, higher 
number of missions per time unit (e.g. on a quinquennimn basis) and so forth. Thus, the existence of an 
additional launch opportunity for the ISP mission concept should be of high concern. Previous sections have. no 
doubt, shown that there exists such an opportunity for ISP sallcraft,. in October of every year. This could be 
accomplished by utilizing one of the several peculiarities of space sailing: the fly-by of the Sun via motion 
reversal. A spectrum of f~:trtccn optimized mission profiles have been computed by a code that takes into 
account a high nwnber of real effects. Distinct trajectories correspond to different key parameters such as the 
sailcraft sail loading. sail roughness and optical sail degradation due to solar wind. (lJltraviolct-photon 
degradation was not considered by lack of experimental data appropriate to solar sailing). Solar wind fluence has 
been recognized relevant to a sailcraft approaching the SWl closely. In addition, a major item has consisted of 
dealing .... ith integro-differential equations for modeling sailcraft motion appropriately. Optical degradation, with 
constroints on temperature, perihelion and flight time. has resulted in it key item for dcsigning some fast sailcraft 
trajectory. tn many hundreds of AU. By considering both baseline and extended mission concepts, ISP is 
cenainly feasible from motion-reversal trajectOl)' viewpoint if the sailcraft sail loading is lower than 2.1 glm2

• 

The current literature value of the ISP-sailcrafl sail loading is very close to 2 rJm2
. This is a value sufficiently 

lower than the above threshold to allow the follov.ing time line (since injection): (1) launching in October, (2) 
flying-by thc Sun at 0.24 AU after 1.40 years, (3) achie-.-ing 200 AU after 16.6. (4) extending the mission to 400 
AU by 15.2 years more. (A slightly low:r value of the sailcraft sail loading in the range [1.9, L. 95] glm'! is 
suggc:;tcd to deal with small attitude conn-oJ errors). These ones and the other nwnerica.l results, discussed in this 
document, should be considered realistic enough due to the many key elements and detailed features included in 

. the present dynamical model of sailcraft motion. . 

IV.9 Conclusions and Future Research 
The analysis perfonned SO far. and presented in this report, is sufficiently general in some aspects to allow us to 
suggest some major lines for future investigation. They may be expressed as follows 

A. ISP feasIbility; additional aspects are to be investigated and improved, of course; however, it is bard that 
the ISP concept may result unfeasible from mission viewpoint. That is enforced by two lal.mch 
opportunities per year. By considering how complex and variQUS art: solar-sailing trajectories, it would 
be interesting to investigate whether there is some other oppommity. 

B. Optical sail degradation: there is the need for additional experimental data about solar wind and ncYi data 
on IN. Once again. we stress that the evolution of the optical sail par3.'T1eters is one of the major aspects 

of solar sailing. Other potential missions close to the Sun may benefit from such data.; for instance.. a 
solar-sail mission to solar poles, with final orbit achieving 900 in heliographic latitude. should be 
investigated with respect to this .critical point as well Furthennore. a furure interplanetary sail shuttle 
might be limited in lifetime by optical degradation before any other system fails. 

C. A sensitivity analysis on the baseline ISP profile is strongly reconunended. The optimization process 
pcrfonned in this work ..... '35 rather complicated: although not reponed here since beyond the present 
aims. however it revealed that many decision parameters affcct the solar sailcraft flyby very differently. 

D. Aluminum-Chromi1.D'Tl is approprinte for the ISP of first gener:ltion (400 AU). Assessing feasibility for 
second-generation ISP (800-1000 AU) with perihelion at 0.15 AU wou:d deserve a dedicated study. New 
sail materials, e.g. according to the line open by ~tloff(Matloff, 1997-2000)~ should be investigated for 
third-generation ISPthat.. for instance, may achieve 10 light-days in one hwnanjob time. orIess. 
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Chapter V: A prototype Holographic Message plague for ISP 

Members of the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Committee on 
Space: Society, Culture, and Education suggested to committee memba C Bangs, 
that she curate an art show in conjunction with the meeting Missions to the Outer 
Solar System and Beyond. 3rd IAA symposium on Realistic Near-Term Advanced 
Scientific Space Missions, in Aosta Italy on July 3-52000 . chaired by Giancarlo 
Genta of Politechnico di TOrino. Through the not-for-profit gallery/alternative-space she 
is affiliated with (Art Resource Transfer Inc., 210 11th Avenue, New York. NY 10011, 
phone: 212-691-5956), Ms. Bangs posted a "Call for Art." 

Approximately 35 artists participated in this show, which was called aMessages 
from Earth." The premise was to show what a selection of artists would mount on an 
interstellar probe as a message plaque. The work was submitted on 21 X 27.5 
centimeter color xeroxes. Copies of these are in the permanent collection of the Aosta 
City Hall. Copies of many of these pieces are permanently installed at Marshall 
Spaceflight Center in the office of Les Johnson, Space Transpo~tion Directorate. 

One of the participants in the Aosta 1M Symposium was Dr. Robert Forward, 
who suggested to Ms. Bangs that holography was a good medium for the art in an 
interstellar message plaque. As well as encouraging Ms. Bangs, Dr. Forward 
suggested to Les Johnson that some funds should be devoted to this effort. 

A monochromatic hologram is produCf:ld by the interaction of two mutually
coherent laser beams. One is the unmodified original C''' reference beam; The second 
is separated from the original beam by an optical beam splitter, paSSed around the 
target object and then recombined with the original beam .. The interterence pattern of 
the two beams is recorded on a photographic plate. If the exposed photographic plate 
is then placed within the monochromatic reference beam, a three-dimensional 
photograph, or hologram, of the original object, can be viewed (Caulfield, 1979 and 
Saxny, 1988). 

A rainbow or 'Benton" hologram utilizes the interterence of two partially
coherent polychromatic beams to produce a three dimensional image of an object that 
can be viewed in white or polychromatic light The "master" holgram , produced in 
monochromatic light is masked off to a narrow horizontal slit which forms an image 
hologram in which the vertical information in the master is replaced by a diffraction 
grating. When the image hologram is flipped, the slit image is projected close to the 
eye of the viewer. When the image hologram is illuminated with polychromatic light. 
the slit's image varies in position as a function of wavelength. The viewer sees a three
dimensional image in white fight of the original Object. in which the spectral hue 
depends upon the height of the viewpoint. Variations in the image-exposure process 
on the master can result in a polychromatic rainbow hologram. 

It is possible to expose many "rr.ultiplexed" holographic images on the same 
rainbow hologram. Individual images are viewed in white light by altering the angle 
between the viewer and the photographic piate. 

The hplogram prepared by Ms. Bangs has seven independent images. One is 
an Apollo 16 photograph of the full Earth t1at is printed on acetate and serves as a 
backdrop to the holographic images. The six holographic images include two-
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dimensional and three-dimensional representations. The four two-dimensional 
representations include equations of solar-sail acceleration, a representation of ISP 
trajectory and Earth's location in the solar system and galaxy and line drawings of two 
figures. These figures include an adult human male with his palm raised in greeting 
and an adult human female standing for scale near a representation of the ISP 
payload. In the spirit of the Pioneer 10/11 message plaque (Sagan, 1975), both 
figures incorporate features of an amalgam of the various human races. TIle two three
dimensional images are scuplted and painted representations of a woman and man. 

The rainbow hologram was created at the Holocenter : Center for Holographic 
Arts (45-10 Court Square, Long Island City, NY 11101 , phone 718-784-5065) during 
Spring 2001. Holocenter staff assisting with the preparation of the rainbow hologram 
included Sam Moree, Ana Maria Nicholson, and Dan Schweitzer. The dimensions of 
the holographic plate are 40 X 50 centimeters. The finished piece was framed by 
Simon, Uu Inc. 645 Dean Street, Brooklyn, New York 11238 (718) 638-7292. In 
framing the piece the acetate with the image of the Earth had to be separated from the 
actual hologram. 

The finished and framed rainbow hologram was delivered to Les Johnson of the 
MSFC Space Transportation Directorate during summer 2001. Under normal 
illumination, all but one of the images (that being the image of trhe ISP trajectory and 
Earth location) can be readily viewed. Photographs of the images on the rainbow 
hologram in sunlight were shot in July 2001. Some of these are included as Fig. S.1. 

In his NASA I ASEE Summer 2001 faculty fellowship presentation, the PI 
attempted to estimate the information content of holographic interstellar message 
plaque. This estimate is partially based upon discussions with Dan Schweitzer of the 
Holocenter, who states that at least 30 separate multiplexed images can be exposed 
on one holographic plate. 

Assume that the active portion of the photographic plate has dimensions 35 x 
46 em. A rainbow hologram can store three-dimensional reduced-size images 
Assume that each stored image has dimensions of 2 X 2 cm and is placed on one face 
of a three-dimesional cube. Each multiplexed image stored on the holographic plate 
can include more than 250 cubes or more than 1000 reduced-size images. Since 30 
separate mUltiplexed images can be included on one rainbow hologram. more than 
30,000 separate reduced-size images can be included on one 35 x 4$ cm rainbow 
hologram. A rainbow hologram's minimum thickness is in the micron range. John 
Caulfield of Fisk University suspects that a state-of-the-art holographic message 
plaque could accomodate as many as 300,000 reduced-size images. 
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Chapter VI : Simulated Space Environmental Effects on Holograms 

In early June 2001. a series of meetings took place at the Space Environbment 
facility at NASA MSFC and the National Space Science Technology Center (NSSTC) 
at University of Alabama. Huntsville. Attendees .. lcluded the authors of this report 
(with the exception of Dr. Vufpetti), members of the Space Environments team and 
MSFC Space Transportation Directorate, and holograph expert Dr. John Caulfield, 
who is currently affiliated with Fisk University. . 

A strategy wa~ developed to test commercial sample white-light holograms for 
their resistance to simulated long-term exposure to solar-wind radiation, perform a 
literature search for previous studies of radiation effects on holograms, and investigate 
applications of holoography in space in addition to the holographi~ message plaque 
described in the preceeding chapter. 

Most of the results of the studies are presented in this chapter. A possible 
application of holography to in-space propulsion is discussed in the Appendix to this 
report. 

VI 1 Radiation Test Strategy 

The first step was to obtain commercial holographic samples. During the late 
winter of 2001, C Bangs discussed with staff members of the Holocenter (see Chap. 5) 
the availability of commercial white-light hologram samples. Following their leads, she 
contacted Spectratek Technologies Inc., 5405 Jandy Place, Los angeles, CA 90066. 
An initial packet of sample holograms was mailed to her by Sandra Rychly of 
Spectratek. One application of these commercial holograms is holographic wrapping 
paper. 

Spectratek was comacted in early June 2001 after the first set of meetings a: 
MSFC and NSSTC. Sample holograms of many varieties we~ promptly mailed to the 
Space Environments team by Barry Levenson of Spectratek. 

The following strategy was used to test the samples. It was first necessary to 
select a subset of holographic varieties to be tested. Samples of each variety were 
baked at 100 C for 48 hours under high vacuum to remove impurities. after an 
unbaked sample (denoted by au") was put aside. The four Spectratek varieties 
selected for study were "ripple", "rain", "hyperplaid," and "sparkles" 

One baked sample of each variety was then stored as the Control (or ·C") 
sample. Samples 1. 2, and 3 of each variety were then exposed to various dosages of 
simulated solar-wind radiation (10, 50, and 1GO Mrad respectively). Instead of utilizing 
alpha and proton accelerators to simulate solar-wind radiation. a high-energy electron 
accelerator was used and electron dosages were modeled using standard MSFC 
Space Environments procedures to simulat~ proton f alpha dosages. Ryan Haggerty 
wi![ present a paper at STAIF-2002, in Albuquerque. NM, in which the procedures are 
discussed in greater detail. 

The MSFC Space Environments plan for testing commercial white-light 
holograms for solar-radiation resistance is summarized in Table VI.1-1.0 
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Table V1.1-1 MSFC Space EnvIronment Team test Plan for Commercial 
White-Light Holograms 

Test Plan for Hologram Testing 

1. Select 8 candidate materials 
2. Identify samples to be exposed and set-aside control sheets of identical material 
3. Cut samples to be exposed into squares 1.25 inch on a side 
4. PerfonTI thenno-optical measurements (alpha. emissivity. transmission) 
5. Bakeout samples at 100 C for 48 hours under high vacuum 
6. Perform thermo-optical measurements on baked-out samples 
7. Take photographs of baked-out sampies side-by-side with control samples 
8. Mount 4 samples in exposure system 
9. Expose samples to 1 st radiation dose andUV. 
10. Remove samples and perform thenno-optical measurements 
11. Take photographs of exposed samples side-by-side with control samples 
12. Place remaining 4 samples in exposure chamber 
13. Expose samples to 1 st radiation dose and lJV 
14. Remove samples and perform thenno-optical measurements 
15. Take photogr-phs of exposed sarnpJes side-by-side with control samples 
16. Place 4 new sampks in exposure chamber 
Ii. Expose to 211d r.:tdiation dose and tiV 
18. Remove sarnples and perfonn thermo-optical meas~rements 
19. Take photographs of exposed samples side-by side with control samples 
20. Place remaining 4 samples in ex.posure chamber 
21. Expose to 2ad r.ldiation dose and UV 
22. Remove s:m1ples and perfonn ~hermo-optical measurements 
23. Take photogr.J.phs of exposed samples side-by-side with control sampies ~ 
2·k Place 4 new samples in expost;re chamber. 
25. Expose to 3ni radimion dose and u-V 
26. Remcve S::l!Ilples a..."d perfonn thermo-optica! measurementS-
27. Take photognphs of e:'(.posed samples side-by-side with control samples 
:!S. Place remaining 4 samples into exposure chamber 
~9. E:'(pose to 3ni r.ldiation dose md UV. . 
30. Remove samples 3;'!d perfot"m thermo-optical me:lSuremen,s 
31. Tak~ ph010gr:lphs of exposed samples side-by side with control samples 
32. Select best -+ sarnp!es 'y"pes 
33. Place 4 samples in tes~ chamber ai1d expose [Q lj\': for _hours at _ U v suns 
3*. Perform lhe:mo-optical measurements 
35. Take phorographs 
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VI.2 Radiation Test Quantifiable Optical Results 

After sample selection, preparation, and irradiation, a number of optical tests 
were performed by Ryan Haggerty and the Space Environments team to quantify 
radiation resistance of the samples selected. Control and irradiated samples were 
tested for changes in fractional absorption to simulated solar electromagnetic (EM) 
radiation (a) and emittance (e = emittd J absorbed solar EM). 

Results are summarized in Table V1.2-1 and are described in greater detail in 
Haggerty's forthcoming paper at STAIF-2001. Simulated solar-wind radiation between 
10 and 100 Mrad has little or no effect on the fractional solar EM absorption and 
emittance of the commercial white-light hologram samples tested. 
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Table VI.2-1. Effects of Simulated Solar-Wind Irradiation upon Fractional 
Simulated Solar EM Absorption (ex) and EmIttance (~ ) of Commercial 
Ho\ograplc.Samples. -

a (10 Mrad) Trial #1 #2 #3 #4 Avg.(l %Acd 
ripple 0.094 0.093 0.096 0.101 0.096 3.125 
rain 0.127 0.121 0.116 0.117 0.120 4.575 
hyperplaid 0.144 0.173 0.198 0.182 0.174 27.007 
sparkles 0.138 0.123 0.146 0.139 0.137 5.182 

(t (50 Mrad) Trial #1 #2 #3 #4 Avg.« %~aI· 

ripple 0.1'2 0.105 0.102 0.102 0.105 1.942 
rain 0.122 0.125 0.120 0.121 0.122 2.521 
hyperplaid 0.155 0.154 0.153 0.161 0.156 8.333 
sparkles 0.145 0.132 0.132 0.127 0.134 4.688 

ex. (100 Mrad) Trial #1 #2 #3 -#4 Avg.« %~al 

ripple 
~ 

0.102 0.101 0.101 0.106 0.103 1.463 
rain 0.123 0.121 0.119 0.119 0.121 7.589 
hyperplaid 0.181 0.173 0.189 0.151 - 0.174 16.430 
sparkles 0.129 0.133 0.132 0.138 0.133 -0.075 

rippleaJs. rain ale hyperplaid ale sparkles ale. 

ContrOl 0.098 0.026 0.114 0.023 0.162 0.030 0.128 0.029 
#1 0.093 0.027 0.127 0.024 0.137 0.029 0.147 0.034 

#2 0.103 0.026 0.119 0.026 0.144 0.035 0.128 0.036 

#3 0.101 0.025 0.112 0.025 0.149 0.024 0.134 0.037 
#4 0.098 0.022 0.114 0.029 0.156 -0.026 0.131 0.036 
Avg. aIJd 0.099 0.025 0.117 0.025 0.150 0.029 0.134 0.034 

Emittance 10 Mrad 50 Mrad 100 Mrad Avg €I 

ripple 0.032 0.030 0.034 0.025 
rain 0.030 0.038 0.032 0.025 
hyperplaid 0.038 0.033 0.036 0.029 
sparkles 0.038 0.036 0.037 0.034 
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VI.3 Effects of Space Radiation on Holoqrams--Uterature Search 

On June 13 and 14.2001. C Bangs and G. Matloff followed the advice of H. J. 
Caulfield of Fisk University and performed a literature search at the NASA Marshall 
Spaceflight Center and Redstol}e Scientific and Technical Information Center (RSTle). 
both in Huntsville Alabama. the-~·urpose of this search was to locate previous 
ieferences in the open literature that relate to the survival of holograms in the space 
environment. 

Three significant English-language studies were discovered. These include a 
1988 paper in Optics Letters by J. P. Golden, G. P. Summers, and W. H. Carter, all of 
the US Naval research Laboratory; a 1989 SPfE paper by A.. McKay and J~ White of 
National Technical Systems, Inc., in Los Angeles, CA; and a 1993 report to the USAF 
Rome Laboratory, Air Force Material Command, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York. The 
Rome report was co-authored by S. P. Hotaling of Rome and G. Manivannan, R. 
Changkakoti and R. A. Lessard, who were all affiliated with Laval University, in 
Quebec, Canada. 

Golden et al (1988) reported that holograms made in Polaroid DMP128 
photopolymer can withstand a total dose of 2 Mrad of 63-MeV protons and 2-Mrad of 
sOCo gamma rays without loss of diffraction efficiency. Diffraction efficiency was 
defined by plotting incident-intensity fraction-vs.- diffraction angle in degrees from 
normal before and after exposure. Separate exposures to protons and gamma rays 
resulted in minimal degradation. Since a LEO satellite receives an electron I proton 
dose in the neighborhood of 1 Mrad per year, this material seems to be sufficiently 
hard for space holographic applications. 

McKay and White (1989) exposed dichromated gelatin holograms to a 
Simulated space environment including UV (ultraviolet) radiation, particle radiation 
and vacuum effects. The vacuum corresponded to a 500-kmaltitude. In the vacuum 
tests, a significant issue was the level-of outgassing from holographic coatings. ~ 
Outgassing, which was ascertained by comparing sample weight before and after 
exposure to vacuum conditions, amounted to only a few percdent of sample weight 
Most outgassing occurred during the first 24 nours of exposure and is probably do to 
water vapor. Charged-particle exposure utilized 4 MeV protons at fluences simulating 
the effects of 0.5-5 years exposure in the space environment. prior to exposure, teSt
sample optical density varied 4.0-4.5. Exposure to 5 years of simulated space 
charged-particle radiation resulted in a mean optical density loss of 1 .6 and a mean 
loss of 0.15. this was probably do to breaking of covalent .bonds and resulting changes 
in density and refractive index. The spectral peaks of the samples moved slightly 
towards the blue by about 9 nm, from a pre-exposure spectral peak of 540-550 nm. -

. Ultraviolet effects were tested for 1104 simulated days of exposure to exo-
atmospheric sunlight The peak wavelength decreased once agin by 6-20 nm for all 
sam~les tested. for most samples tested, UV did not significantly effect optical denSity. 

Hotaling et al (1993) considered the survivability of dichromated (vinyl alcohol) 
holograms in the space environment Diffraction eficiency was used as the 
degradation,criterion and holographic thin-films were exposed to combination~ of 
ionizing radiation, temperature. and atomic oxygen simulating the_ LEO environment. A 
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cobalt-50 gamma-ray source was varied to produce 0, 2.5, and 10 Mrads. Once again, 
the combined effects resulted in no significant degradation to the optical performance 
of the sample holograms. 

Vl.4 Effects of Soace Radiation on Holograms-A New Expedmental Formailism 

The previous studies discussed in the last section utilize diffraction efficiency as 
the operational parameter in considering radiation effects on holograms. Such an 
approach requires monochromatic light sources of variOUS wavelengths to be directed 
upon the interference pattern that constitutes the hologram. The transmitted (or 
reflected) light acts as though it has interacted with a diffraction grating. Difraction 

efficiency considers the relative amount of output light from the hologram in the Oth, 

1 st, or 2nd order of the diffraction pattern from control and irradiated sample 
holograms. . 

None of the studies cited in the previous section considers the replicability and 
repeatability of the experimental results. This is not surprising, Since diffraction 
efficiency, by its very ilature, has many possibilities for error. the small changes in the 
performance of irradiated holograms in some of the cited studies should therefore not 
be taken too seriously. 

We tl1erefore desired to develop a metnod of irradiated-hologram evaluation 
that would be less susceptible to experimental error and would have replicability that 
could be determined by experiment. The following procedure was proposed by the PI, 
after discussions with C Bangs and two BrOOklyn, NY based artists who assisted with 
preparation of the prototype holographic message plaque described in Chapter V-
David Wister Lamb and Lajos Szobozlai. After diSCUSSions, the procedure was 
approved and implemented by Dr. David Edwards, team leader of the MSFC Space ~-: 
Environments Team. 

After baking and irradiation, control and irradiated hologram samples were 
transferred (care being taken to avoid contact With human hands and other impurities) 
to the tray of a scanner connected to a PC (Personal Computer). The computer was 
equipped with Adobe Photoshop TM, a software package designed for commercial and 
artistic image processing application. ::-.; 

After images of the hologram samples were scanned into Photoshop, the Image 
Histogram utility of the software package was activated. This allows the utility to 
ascertain image quality in three primary colors, A (red), 8(blue), abd G (green). Image 
quality ina selected color is quantified by the relative number of image pixels in that 
color. Because of the relative nature of the histogram output, it was decided to define 
image quality (iq) in the three primary colors as follows: 

R B G 
Rzi = R + B + G ~ Biq = R + B + G ' Giq = R + B + G (6-1) 

where R, B, and G here refer to the histogram pixel counts in the various colors. 
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The indentations on the upper left of same of the samples in Fig. 6-1 were fer 
alignment purposes. The eye rs not sensitive enough to discern differences betNeen 
the control and irradiated commercial hologram samples in this figure. 

After printing out the scans presented in Fig. 6-1, these scans were evaluated 
using the formalism presented in Section V\'4 of this chapter. Results are presnted as 
fig. 6-2. where U = unbaked, C = contrel, 1 = 10 Mrad exposure, 2 = 50 Mrad exposure, 
and 3 = 100 mrad exposure. 

Fig. 6-2. Holographic Sample Color-Quality Variation with Irradiation 
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Color-quality variations with irradiation are almost always less than about 7% 
for the samples tested. Before considering the Significance of the small variations in 

. this quantity presented in Fig. 6-2 by repaeatability investigations, we also prepared 
plots of mean luminosity vs. irradiation. Mean luminosity is essentially the sum of R, B, 
and G pixels listed in the Photoshop TM histogram. Luminosity increased with baking 
for Rain and Hyperplaid, and decreased with baking for Ripple and Sparkle. In all 
cases, small amount of electron irradiation increased luminosity. For Ripple, higher 
dosages had little effect on mean luminosity. Luminosity decreased with increasing 
irradiation for the other three samples. 

We next evaluated the repeatability of this experimental procedure. This was 
done in two ways. First. a holographic sample was placed in a fixed location on the 
scanner. Power to the equipment was tumed on. the sample was scanned and 
histogram results recorded. Power was then turned off and the procedure was 
repeated without moving the sample. In the Second repeatability test, power was to 
the PC and scanner were left on and the sample was repeatedly scanned at different 
portions of the scanner surface. Results are summarized in Table V1.5-1. 

Table VLS-1. Scanned Hologram Repeatability Tests. 

Test1 : Power off/on Hologram variety: Rain. Sample 10OOioo ; mid-center of scanner, 

Trial Saml2l~ M~sm L!.!minQ~i:bl M~ao Bed CSl Mean ~reen (G) M~a!J 6[y~ (el 
1 RainC 185.54 210.10 173.81 181.37 
2 (control) 196.38 217.49 190.21 171.95 
3 197,82 218.14 191.94 17398 

1 Rain 2 182.87 202.64 173.66 178.32 
2 (50 Mrad) 197.82 218.14 191.94 173.98 

Test 2: Power on. Hologram SClmple' Rain control (el; various scanner locations 

Scanner Location 
mid-center 
top-right 
bottom-right 
mid-left 
bottom-left 
top-left 
mid-right 
top-tight 

Mean LuminOsity 
196.38 
174.22 
194.92 
212.84 
221.22 
174.22 
214.49 
174.22 

Mean Bed (8) Mean Greeo (G) 
217.49 
196.03 
219.98 
224.23 
231.61 
196.03 
224.98 
196.03 
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190.21 
163.80 
185.64 
210.13 
220.49 
i63.80 
213.80 
163.80 

Mear, Blue (6) 
'171~95 
170.65 
176.42 
195.62 
196.80 
170.65 
189.51 
170.65 



Power on-off tests (fest 1 in Table VI.S-1 results in maximum experimental 
errors in the vicinity of 7% in R, S, and G pixel counts. Variations in sample location on 
the scanner results in R. B. and G experimental errore of about the same magnitude. 

Care. was taken in the performing the operational scans that resulted in Fig. 6-2 
to keep the eXperimental sample as close to the center of the scanner as possible. 
Even so, the maximum precision of the data obtained using this technique is about 
7%. 

Therefore. the small variations in hologram color quality with irradiation 
presented in Fig. 6-2 must be considered to be insignificant Our results are therefore 
in agreement with those of the cited studies from the literature. Simulated solar-wind 
irradiation, at least up to 100 Mrads, has little or no effect upon the quality of a 
commercial White-light hologram. We may reasonably expect that space-qualified 
holograms will do well even under much higher levels of irradiation. 

VI,6 Effects of Space Radiation on Holograms- Photographic Tests 

A fi~al investigation of simulated solar-wind radiation effects on commercial 
white light holograms was performed by NASA I MSFC photographer Emmett Given. 
Control and 100 MRad samples of the holographic varieties tested were 
photographed side-by-side using a high resolution camera and direct, overhead 
lighting. the results are presented as Fig. 6-3. 

The photographer reported to us that-control, and irradiated samples are 
essentially identical. The small differences between control and irradiated samples in 
the photographs are due to positioning of camera and lights. 
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Chapter VII : Conclusions 

Instead of merely summarizing the study results summarized in the previous 
chapters, this Conclusions chapter attempts to outline some directions for future 
research. 

(1) First, the sail-launched Interstellar Probe (ISP) mission remains f~sible. 
Nothing in our study detracts in the slightest from the goals of this proposed mission, or 
demonstrates that the 2010-2015 time frame for launch is infeasible. :.-

(2) Mission planners shoule.give furJ1er attention to the option of maintaining 
sail operation past Jupiter's orbit, unless sail interference with planned scientific 
experiments can be conclusiveky demonstrated. Not only will terminal interstellar 
cruise velocity increase by as much as several percent, but it is possible that tre sail 
could be integrated into the experiment suite. 

(3) Both reverse and direct pre-perihelion sail trajectories should be considered 
by mission planners. This will allow two rather than one launch window per year for 
flights to the "nosew of the heliopause. 

(4) Mission pla:iners at NASA I JPL and elsewhere should incorporate exact 
models of sail reflectance and other optical properties into their trajectory projections. 
Lack of including such parameterization can introduce errors approaching 10%. 
Approximate screening models have been useful up to the present time for rough 
interstellar-sail performance projections. But a more elaborate and exact model, such 
as that of Dr. Vulpetti's, should be applied in the next phase of mission design. 

(5) One major advantage of improved sail-trajectory models is the capability of 
investigating the advantages of a wide range of mission options. Vulpetti's discovery of 
a class of sail trajectories in which sail technological requirements can be relaxed by 
utilization of a higher Earth-escape velocity, is only an example of the possibilities. 

(6) Future work mignt consider as well the possibilities of giant-planet gravity 
assists in improving interstellar-sail terminal velOCity. Also to be considered are the 
possible advantages of combining solar-proton sailing with SOlar-photon sailing in 
missions scheduled for the 2010-2015 time frame. 

(7) Construction of the prototype white-light holographic message plaque 
demonstrated that such a device is possib!e. A thin-film plaque carrying many 
thousands of messages is certainly very possible for the 2010-2015 time frame. 
Further investigations could consider the design of such a complex message plaque 
and its application as a unifying project of global scope. Such a project could directly 
involve many people in the space-exploration effort and internationalize the effort. 

(8) A series of investigations with holograms revealed that they are relatively 
VI/-1 



'immune to simulated solar-wind irradiation of commercial holograms up to 100 MRad. 
This work included literature searches and experimental studies. It should be pOinted 
out that the scanned and phtographic evidence presented in this report does net in 
any way do juctice to the intrinsic beauty and information-carrying capability of the 
hOlographic medium. 

(9) Holography gives the capability of embossing reflective. transmissive, and 
absorptive layers and functional images of optical components on the same surface. 
The possibility of holographic applications to solar-sail propulsion should therefore not 
be ignored. One such application is furher considered in the Appendix to this report. 
There may be others. 
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APPENDIX: A NEAR-EARTH APPLICATION- FOR HOLOGRAPHIC SOLAR 
SAILS 

The following pages present use of the solar photon thruster (a multi-sail solar 
sail that can redirect the reflected photon vector) with holographic optical elements to 
allow solar-sail opera:ion between low Earth orbit (LEO) abd higher drag-free orbits. 
the color graphic was prepared for the PI by NASA I MSFC artist Br\,;ce Shelton, senior 
media developer with Computer SCiences Corporation, in consultation with C Bangs. 

A number of presentations at NASA I MSFC and NSSTC dL.:ring the summer of 
2001 featured the following pages. The audiences included Randy Baggett, Helen 
Cole, John Cole, Les Johnson and Jonathan Jones of NASA I MSFC and John 
Caulfield of Fiske University. 

Jonathan jones pointed out a dynamical issue with the solar-photon thrJster as 
configured here, utilized in the high-atmospheric-drag environment of LEO, about 500 
km above Earth·s surface. Namely, the reflected photon radiation-pressure and 
atmospheric-drag vectors do not operate along the same line. this would result in a 
torque. 

One way of correcting this problem would be to incorporate additional reflectors 
such that the photon exhaust is co-planar with the sail. This would introduce additional 
comple)(ity and slightly degrade projected performance. _ 

Figure AP-1 presents another possibility, as suggested by John Caulfield. 
Holographic images of corner-cube refleCtors could be incorporated in a holographic 
main sail. These could, in principle, rotate the photon stream by 90 degrees within the 
main sail, removing the necessity for additional thruster elecments. 

Figure AP-1 was prepared by the Pi. With the exception of the color graphic, all 
other Appendix figures were created by C Bangs or with the assi~ance of C Bangs 
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The Holographic Solar-Photon Thruster 

Dr. Greg Matloff, summer 2001 MSFC I ASEE Faculty Fellow 

Original solar-photon thruster idea was proposed by Forward (see Ref. 1) 

Rainbow Holograms are '"Vhite-light transmission holograms. 

This means that the reconstruction beam is on side ofplale opposite viewer. 

Holographic images can be very reflective, bighly radiation resistant, and of micron 
thickness 

Many holographic images can be stored on a 9ngIe plate. This means that an 
angular shift of a few degrees relative to the light source ca.u dramatically alter 
optical properties. 

SPACE APPLICATIONS: 
1. Attitude Control: steering vanes affected by solar radiation pressure that change 

reflectivity when sightly rotated 

I \ 
Example: absorptive hologram changes to reftective after a 5 degree rotation. 

Photons off reflective vane transfer as much as 2X momentwn than those off 
absorptive vane. 

2. Primary propulsion: sail can be used to implement Trailblazer mission 
(effectively unfurl rapidly near SWl) or for LEO-GEO orbit raising if 
configured as a solar-photon-thruster (SPT). In LEO (about 500 Ian), a primary 
parabolic reflector focuses light on a much smaDer thruster element, which 
allows for a tangential thrust component. The thruster element would be 
holographic, so that a small rotation could change refeledion to transmission. As 
well as curvature, holographic Fresnel Lenses could be used to focus light on 
thruster element. To reduce atmospheric drag, main sail would be normal to 
direction to earth center. Top ofmain san would be emissive, bottom retlective 
to visual and IR. This reduces direct solar back pressure and increases 
acceleration by reflected Earthlight and reradlat ed solar energy absorbed by 
the Earth 
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HOLOGRAPHIC SOLAR PHOTON nmUSTER : 
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SPT Operation Between LEO and CEO: A Comm-Sat Tug : 

THREE ORBITAL POSmONS, Three photon streams {p) 

PI = S = direct solar insobtion (solar constant) = 1368 watt Im'
P2 = AeS = Earth-reflected sunlight, Ac = Earth albedo 
P3 ". (I-A.,) S = solar radiation absorbed by Earth and later reradiated as IR 
Kl '" reflectivity of emissive, upper main sail to direct solar insolation 
K1 = reflectivity oflower renectivemain sail to P,-
K3 = reflectivity oflower renective main sail to PJ 

RF = ramal force on main sail 
TF = tangential force on thruster (90% reflective, 45 degree angle) 

c = speed of light , As = area of main sail 

Position 1 : Zenith Sun 
----------
Twn thruster off 
to reduce downward 
radial force 

RF= [-(l+Ka) + 
Ac(1+K2)+ 
(l-Ae) (l+KJ)]SA/c 

Position 2 : Nadir Sun Position 3/4 : DawnIDusk Sun 

----------
No direct sunlight 
since it's night 
Turn thruster otT 
to reduce net 
downward radial 
force on thruster 
(O.7RF) 

RF= 
El-Ae) (1+~TISAJc 

l\P-6 

-----------------------
No direct swllight on 
mainsail 
Dawn direct Sun on 
thruster cancels dusk 
direct Sun Qn thruster 

RF = [A.,12 (I+K21 + 
(l-AJ (I+K3)]S.vc 



SPT Operation Between LEO and GEO : A Corom-Sat Tug : 

THREE ORBITAL POSmONS , Three photon streams (P) 

PI = S = direct solar insolation (solar constant) = 1368 wattlml 

P;z = A.S = Earth-reflected sunlight, Ae = Earth albedo 
P3 :::; (l-Ae) S = solar radiation absorbed by Earth and Jater reradiated as IR 
Kl = reflectivity of emissive, upper main san to direct solar insolation 
Kl = reflectivity of lower reflectivemain sail to P1 

KJ = reflectivity of lower reflective main sail to PJ 
RF :::; radial force on main sail 
TF = tangential force on thruster (90 % reflective, 45 degree angle) 

c = speed of6ght, As = area ofmain sail 

Position 1 : Zenith Sun Position 2 : Nadir Son Position 3/4 :DawnlDusk Sun ---_._---_ .. _--_.. _ ... _-_ .. _ .. _._----
Tum thruster off 
to reduce downward 
radial force 

RF= [-(l+K:a) + 
Ae(l+Kz) + 
(l-Ae) (l+KJ)]SAJc 

No direct sunlight 
since it's night 
Turn thruster off 
to reduce net 
downward radial 
force on thruster 
(O.7RF) 

RF= 
[ (1·A.,) (l+K3)]SAJc 
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No cIired: sun1igbt on 
main sail-
Dawn direct Sun on· 
thruster cancels dusk 
direct Sun on thruster 

RF .. [AeI2 (l+Kl ) + 
(I-AJ (I+~)]SAJc 



ESTIMATING RADIAL FORCE, let K1=O.5, K:=K;FO.9, ~ = 0.4, l-Ae=O.6 

Radial Force (RF) on tbrnster = - 0.7 Radial Force on main sail from reflected and 
reradiated Earthlight, for 45 degree angle 

(Actualy slightly smaUer if thruster is 90% reDective) 
rosmON 1: RFI = [SAJc] [-1.5 + 0.4 (1.9) + 0.6 (1.9) = 0.4 SAJc {~1TH SUN} 

If thruster is on, net radial force on sic = -0.7 SAlc 
POSTITON 2 : RF% = 0.6 (1.9) SA,/c = 1.14 SAJc _lftbruster is on, RFaeU = 0.3 SA,/c 
POSmON 314 : RFnet,3 = 0.3 [0.2 (L9) +0.6(1.9)] "" 0.5 SAJc 

If thruster is off in POSmONS 1 and 2, average RF for an orbit is about 0.43 SA,/c 
If thruster is always on, average RF for an orbit L about 0.17 SA/e. 

TANGENTIAL FORCE = cos(degrees) X average radial force from P2 & P30 
Average tangential force per orbit-average for positions 1,2,3,4 
Average tangential force per orbit is about SAJc 

Average Tangential Acceleration is about SAJ( Mste c), where Mole is spacecraft 
mass. 

Three Possible SPT Configurations-all with sail mass ;:: 113 sic mass, sfc areal mass 
thickness = 6 grams per square meter 

CASE 1: DEMO ffight-IO kg payload, S kg, sail-radius = 16 m 
.. CASE 2 : Microsat - 500 kg payload mass, 250 kg sail mass, sail radius = 115 m 
CASE 3 : Large Com Sat - 10000 kg payload, 5000 kg sail mass, san radius = SIS m 

If Fresnel Lenses are not used, we require a parabolic main sail
Focallenglh = 0.5 (radius of curvature). 

ATMOSPHERIC DRAG ESTIMATE IN LEO 

A~e 500-m sail diameter. Use sphmcal approximation for sail shape. Assume 2 
!mi. sail-thruster distance. 

8f2 = 0.2512=0.125 radians = about 7.2 degrees 
cos (61'2 ) "" xl2000 , x = 1984 m, h = 16 m 
cross-sectional area (Act-) seen by Earth's 
atmosphere is approximately 05 (16) (500) or 
4000 m%. 
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From Ref. ~ LEO atmospheric-drag deceleration is~.5 Cd Acr pV,l {Mo!o 
where p is atmospheric density, Cot is drag coefficient (2--2.3) and Vs is 
sp::cecrafl: orbital velocity. We asswne a 500-km minimum SPT operational orbital 
height, the maumum Shuttle orbit. At 500 kIn, is about 10-12 kglml (From Ref. 1 
and TRW Space Data. Drag deceleration is about 10"'" mlsec1

, since sic orbital 
velocity is about 8 kmlsec. Assuming a 3.500 kg spacecraft mass. drag deceleration is 
about 113 orbitally-averaged tangential acceleration. 

Spacecraft requires about 200 days to go from LEO orbital velocity to Earth-escape 
velocity. This is an overestimate because at orbital beights greater than 1000 kIn or 
so, atmospheriC drag becomes minimaL Sail can be rotated to use direct insolation 
for acceleration at these height~ 

THERMAL LIMITA TIOi\'S ON THRUSTER SIZE 

From Chap. 2 of Ret: 3~ solar power per unit area absorbed by the thruster is 
S (As I Alii) .{1-RIb}, where S is the solar constant, As is sail area, Alb is thruster area, 
and RlII is thruster reflectivity. Remembering that solar flux absorbed by the sail is 
absorbed by one sail face but emitted by two and applying blackbodv theory, the 
thruster blackbody teP1perature Cln be expressed: 

Till = ([S/(2a)] (~I Ad» {1-Rc.b}l}°.2S degrees Kelvin 

. Wnere CJ is the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant = 5.67 X 10-8 watt Im2_K4 

If the sail/thruster area. ratio is 10,100,1000,10000, and 100000, the nwcimwn 
thruster blackbody temperature is respectively 330.588. 104.5, 1860, and 3307 
degrees KelviR._For an nluminum thruster, maximum sail I thruster area is about 
100. For an advanced thruster made out of3000 degree Kelvin material, maximum 
sail I thruster area is about 100,000. 
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A POSSIBLE SPT O~"'TATION, for ORBITAL HEIGHT> 1000 KM 

Above orbital heights 1000 kID, SPr atmospheric drag becomes minimal One way 
to accelerate the spacecraft tangentially is to turn off the thruster and rotate main 
sail so that the reflective side is always nonnal to the Sun, for every orbital 
"afternoon", as ShOWIL Since the spacecraft spends half its time in daylight and 
positive-energy tangential solar radiation pressure acceleration is possible for half of 
every daylight pass, the tangential acceleration averaged over every orbit is 
approximately 

(1+K:z) S A,I \4 eM sic), 
or about 2.17 X 1O~ As I M sic meters per second squared. If the thruster is 
actvated tor part of the orb:t, ate average acceleration will be increased. For 
beights not much greater than a few thousand kilometers, reflected and reradiated 
Earthshine will provide some additional positive tangential acceleration possibilities 
fortheSPT. 

Sunlight 

> 
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Fig. AP-1. Use of a Holographic Main Sail to Redirect Photon Radiation-Pressure Vector 

Main sail (about 1-micron thick) -

payload 

1 
Incident light 

Earth 
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